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An explicit approach to residues on and
dualizing sheaves of arithmetic surfaces
Matthew Morrow
Abstract. We develop a theory of residues for arithmetic surfaces,
establish the reciprocity law around a point, and use the residue maps
to explicitly construct the dualizing sheaf of the surface. These are
generalisations of known results for surfaces over a perfect field. In
an appendix, explicit local ramification theory is used to recover the
fact that in the case of a local complete intersection the dualizing and
canonical sheaves coincide.
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1. Introduction
This paper studies arithmetic surfaces using two-dimensional local fields
associated to the scheme, and thus further develops the ade`lic approach to
higher dimensional algebraic and arithmetic geometry. We study residues of
differential forms and give an explicit construction of the relative dualizing
sheaf. While considerable work on these topics has been done for varieties
over perfect fields by Lipman, Lomadze, Parshin, Osipov, Yekutieli, et al.,
the arithmetic case has been largely ignored. After summarising the con-
tents of the paper, we discuss its relation to this earlier work and provide
references.
In section 2 we consider a two-dimensional local field F of characteristic
zero and a fixed local field K ≤ F . We introduce a relative residue map
ResF : Ω
cts
F/K → K,
where ΩctsF/K is a suitable space of ‘continuous’ relative differential forms. In
the case F ∼= K((t)), this is the usual residue map; but if F is of mixed
characteristic, then our residue map is new (though essentially contained in
Fesenko’s ade`lic analysis and Osipvov’s study of surfaces: see the discussion
below). Functoriality of the residue map is established with respect to a
finite extension F ′/F , i.e.
ResF TrF ′/F = ResF ′ .
In section 3 we prove the reciprocity law for two-dimensional local rings,
justifying our definition of the relative residue map for mixed characteristic
fields. For example, suppose A is a characteristic zero, two-dimensional,
normal, complete local ring with finite residue field, and fix the ring of
integers of a local field OK ≤ A. To each height one prime y ✁ A one
associates the two-dimensional local field Frac Ây and thus obtains a residue
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map Resy : Ω
1
FracA/K → K. We prove∑
y
Resy ω = 0
for all ω ∈ Ω1FracA/K . The next section restates these results in the geometric
language.
Section 5 is independent of the main results of sections 3 and 4, using the
local residue maps for a different purpose, namely to explicitly construct the
relative dualizing sheaf of an arithmetic surface. See subsection 1.5 below
for a reminder on dualizing sheaves. Let OK be a Dedekind domain of
characteristic zero with finite residue fields; its field of fractions is K. Let π :
X → S = SpecOK be an arithmetic surface (more precisely, X is normal and
π is flat and projective, with the generic fibre being a smooth curve). To each
closed point x ∈ X and integral curve y ⊂ X containing x, our local residue
maps define Resx,y : Ω
1
K(X)/K → Kpi(x) (= π(x)-adic completion of K), and
we prove the following:
Theorem 1.1. The dualizing sheaf ωpi of π : X → S is explicitly given by,
for open U ⊆ X,
ωpi(U) = {ω ∈ Ω1K(X)/K : Resx,y(fω) ∈ ÔK,pi(x) for
all x ∈ y ⊂ U and f ∈ OX,y}
where x runs over all closed points of X inside U and y runs over all curves
containing x.
Appendix A establishes a local ramification result, generalising a clas-
sical formula for the different of an extension of local fields. Let B be a
Noetherian, normal ring of characteristic zero, and
A = B[T1, . . . , Tm]/〈f1, . . . , fm〉
a normal, complete intersection over B which is a finitely generated B-
module. Letting J ∈ A be the determinant of the Jacobian matrix, we
prove that
{x ∈ F : TrF/M (xA) ⊆ B} = J−1A.
(see theorem A.1 for the more precise statement). In other words, the canon-
ical and dualizing sheaves of A/B are the same. The proof reduces to the
case when A, B are complete discrete valuation rings with an inseparable
residue field extension; for more on the ramification theory of complete dis-
crete valuation fields with imperfect residue field, see [1] [2] [55] [56] [57]
[61] [62]. From this result one can easily recover the fact that if the above
arithmetic surface X → S is a local complete intersection, then its canonical
and dualizing sheaves coincide.
As much for author’s benefit as that of the reader, let us now say a few
words about the relation of this work to previous results of others:
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1.1. An introduction to the higher ade`lic method. A two-dimensional
local field is a compete discrete valuation field whose residue field is a local
field (e.g. Qp((t))); for an introduction to such fields, see [8]. If A is a two-
dimensional domain, finitely generated over Z, with field of fractions F and
0✁p✁m✁A is a chain of primes in A, then consider the following sequence
of localisations and completions:
A ❀ Am ❀ Âm ❀
(
Âm
)
p′
❀
(̂
Âm
)
p′
❀ Frac
((̂
Âm
)
p′
)
‖ ‖
Am,p Fm,p
which we now explain in greater detail. It follows from the excellence of
A that p′ := pÂm is a radical ideal of Âm; we may localise and complete
at p′ and again use excellence to deduce that 0 is a radical ideal in the
resulting ring i.e. Am,p is reduced. The total field of fractions Fm,p is therefore
isomorphic to a finite direct sum of fields, and each is a two-dimensional local
field.
Geometrically, if X is a two-dimensional, integral scheme of finite type
over SpecZ with function field F , then to each closed point x ∈ X and
integral curve y ⊂ X which contains x, one obtains a finite direct sum of
two-dimensional local fields Fx,y. Two-dimensional ade`lic theory aims to
study X via the family (Fx,y)x,y, in the same way as one studies a curve or
number field via its completions. Analogous constructions exist in higher
dimensions. Useful references are [25] [48, §1].
1.2. The classical case of a curve over a perfect field. This paper is
based closely on similar classical results for curves and it will be useful to
give a detailed account of that theory.
Smooth curves. Firstly, let C be a smooth, connected, projective curve
over a perfect field k (of finite characteristic, to avoid complications with
differential forms). We follow the discussion in [21, III.7.14]. For each closed
point x ∈ C one defines the residue map Resx : Ω1K(C)/k → k, and one then
proves the reciprocity law ∑
x∈C0
Resx(ω) = 0
for all ω ∈ Ω1K(C)/k. Consider Ω1K(C)/k as a constant sheaf on C; then
0→ Ω1C/k → Ω1K(C)/k → Ω1K(C)/k/Ω1C/k → 0
is a flasque resolution of Ω1C/k, and the corresponding long exact sequence
of Cˇech cohomology is
(1) 0→ Ω1C/k(C)→ Ω1K(C)/k →
⊕
x∈C0
Ω1K(C)/k
Ω1OC,x/k
→ H1(C,Ω1C/k)→ 0.
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Now, the map
∑
xResx :
⊕
x∈C0
Ω1K(C)/k/Ω
1
OC,x/k
→ k vanishes on the
image of Ω1K(C)/k (by the reciprocity law), and so induces
trC/k : H
1(C,Ω1C/k)→ k,
which is the trace map of C/k with respect to the dualizing sheaf Ω1C/k.
Moreover, duality of C may be interpreted (and proved) ade`lically as
follows; see [52, II.§8]. For each x ∈ C0, let K(C)x be the completion of
K(C) at the discrete valuation νx associated to x, and let
AC = {(fx) ∈
∏
x∈C0
K(C)x : νx(fx) ≥ 0 for all but finitely many x}
be the ade`lic space of C. Also, let
A(Ω1C/k) = {(ωx) ∈
∏
x∈C0
Ω1K(C)x/k : νx(ωx) ≥ 0 for all but finitely many x}
be the differential ade`lic space of C. Then, under the pairing
AC × A(Ω1C/k)→ k, ((fx), (ωx)) 7→
∑
x∈C0
Resx(fxωx),
the orthogonal complement of A(Ω1C/k(D)) is
A(Ω1C/k(D))
⊥ = AC(D).
Here D is a divisor on C, and AC(D) (resp. A(Ω
1
C/k(D))) is the subgroup
of AC (resp. A(Ω
1
C/k) for which νx(fx) ≥ −νx(D) (resp. νx(ωx) ≥ νx(D))
for all x. Moreover, the global elements, embedded diagonally, are self-dual:
K(C)⊥ = Ω1K(C)/k.
The exact sequence (1) generalises to the twisted sheaf Ω1C/k(D), and thereby
provides an isomorphism
A(Ω1C/k)/(Ω
1
K(C)/k + A(Ω
1
C/k(D)))
∼= H1(C,Ω1C/k(D));
combining this with the aforementioned ade`lic dualities yields the non-
degenerate pairing
L(D)×H1(C,Ω1C/k(D))→ k,
where
L(D) := K(C) ∩AC(D) = {f ∈ K(C) : νx(f) ≥ −νx(D) for all x ∈ C0}.
This is exactly duality of C/k.
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Singular curves. Secondly, suppose that C is allowed to have singularities;
we now follow [52, IV.§3]. One may still define a residue map at each closed
point x; in fact, if π : C˜ → C is the normalisation of C, then
Resx =
∑
x′∈pi−1(x)
Resx′ .
The sheaf of regular differentials Ω′C/k is defined, for open U ⊆ X, by
Ω′C/k(U) = {ω ∈ Ω1K(C)/k : Resx(fω) = 0 for all
closed points x ∈ U and all f ∈ OC,x}.
If U contains no singular points of C, then Ω′C/k|U = Ω1U/k. By establishing
a Riemann-Roch type result, it follows that Ω′C/k is the dualizing sheaf of
C/k. Analogously to the smooth case, one explicitly constructs the trace
map
trC/k : H
1(C,Ω′C/k)→ k,
and, as in [16], uses it and ade`lic spaces to prove duality. See [53] for more
on the theory of regular differentials on curves.
1.3. The case of a surface over a perfect field. There is also a theory of
residues on algebraic surfaces, developed by A. Parshin [48] [49], the founder
of the higher dimensional ade`lic approach to algebraic geometry. Let X be a
connected, smooth, projective surface over a perfect field k. To each closed
point x ∈ X and curve y ⊂ X containing x, he defined a two-dimensional
residue map
Resx,y : Ω
2
K(X)/k → k
and proved the reciprocity laws both around a point∑
y⊂X
y∋x
Resx,y ω = 0
(for fixed x ∈ X0 and ω ∈ Ω2K(X)/k) and along a curve∑
x∈X0
x∈y
Resx,y ω = 0
(for fixed y ⊂ X and ω ∈ Ω2K(X)/k). By interpreting the Cˇech cohomology of
X ade`lically and proceeding analogously to the case of a curve, these residue
maps may be used to explicitly construct the trace map
trX/k : H
2(X,Ω2X/k)→ k
and, using two-dimensional ade`lic spaces, prove duality.
D. Osipov [47] considers the algebraic analogue of our setting, with a
smooth, projective surfaceX over a perfect field k and a projective morphism
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f : X → S to a smooth curve. To each closed point x ∈ X and curve y ⊂ X
containing x, he constructs a ‘direct image map’
fx,y∗ : Ω
2
K(X)/k → Ω1K(S)s/k,
where s = f(x) and K(S)s is the s-adic completion of K(S). He estab-
lishes the reciprocity law around a point, analogous to our theorem 4.1, and
the reciprocity law along a fibre, our remark 4.2. He uses the (fx,y∗ )x,y to
construct f∗ : H
2(X,Ω2X/k) → H1(S,Ω1S/k), which he proves is the trace
map.
Osipov then considers multiplicative theory. LetK2(X) denote the sheafi-
fication of X ⊇ U 7→ K2(OX(U)); then H2(X,K2(X)) ∼= CH2(X) by [5].
Osipov defines, for each x ∈ y ⊂ X, homomorphisms
f∗( , )x,y : K2(K(X))→ K(S)×s ,
and establishes the reciprocity laws around a point and along a fibre. At
least when char k = 0, these are then used to construct a map
CH2(X) = H2(X,K2(X))→ H1(C,O×C ) = Pic(C),
which is proved to be the usual push-forward of cycles [15, §1].
1.4. Higher dimensions. The theory of residues for surfaces was extended
to higher dimensional varieties by V. G. Lomadze [37]. Let X be a d-
dimensional, integral variety over a field k. A chain, or flag ξ of length
n ≥ 0 is a sequence 〈x0, . . . , xn〉 of irreducible, closed subvarieties of X such
that xi−1 ⊆ xi for i = 1, . . . , n; the chain is complete if and only if dimxi = i
for all i. For example, if X is a surface, then a complete chain has the form
〈x ∈ y ⊂ X〉 where y is a curve containing a closed point x. To each com-
plete flag ξ Lomadze associates a residue map Resξ : Ω
d
K(X)/k → k; he proves
the reciprocity law ∑
xi
Resξ ω = 0
for ω ∈ ΩdK(X)/k. Here we have fixed a flag x0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ xi−1 ⊂ xi+1 ⊂ · · · ⊂
xn (with dimxi = i for each i) and vary the sum over all i-dimensional
integral subvarieties xi sitting between xi−1 and xi+1 (if i = 0 then we must
assume X is projective).
Lomadze also develops a higher dimensional relative theory, analogous to
Osipov’s study of a surface over a curve.
1.5. Explicit Grothendieck duality. Given a proper morphism π : X →
SpecA of fibre dimension ≤ r between Noetherian schemes, with the base
affine (the only case we will encounter), Grothendieck duality [17] assures us
of the existence of a quasi-coherent sheaf ωpi, called the (r-)dualizing sheaf,
together with a homomorphism trpi : H
r(X,ωpi) → A with the following
property: for any quasi-coherent sheaf F on X, the natural pairing
HomOX (F ,ωpi)×Hr(X,F) −→ Hr(X,ωpi) trpi−→ A
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induces an isomorphism of A-modules
HomOX (F ,ωpi) ≃→ HomA(Hr(X,F), A).
This is an elementary form of Grothendieck duality, which is typically now
understood as a statement about derived categories thanks to [20], while [3]
and [29] provide expositions closer in spirit to the statement we have given.
It is an interesting problem whether Grothendieck duality can be made
more explicit. The guiding example is that of a curve over a field which we
discussed above, where the trace map trpi may be constructed via residues.
The duality theorem is even equivalent to Poisson summation on the ring
of ade`les of the curve; the simplest exposition of duality is probably that
of [40]. Using the Parshin-Lomadze theory of residues, A. Yekutieli [58]
has explicitly constructed the Grothendieck residue complex of an arbitrary
reduced scheme of finite type over a field. There is additional work on
explicit duality by R. Hu¨bl and E. Kunz [22] [23], and R. Hu¨bl and P. Sastry
[24]. The recent book by E. Kunz [31] gives a complete exposition of duality
for projective algebraic varieties using residue maps on local cohomology
groups.
There are very close analogies between certain constructions and results
of this paper and those of [58]; indeed, in the introduction to [58], Yekutieli
raises the problem of extending his results to schemes over a discrete val-
uation ring or SpecZ, and our results provide exactly that. To make this
clearer, we now provide a summary of the relevant results of [58]. Let X be
an integral variety of dimension d over a perfect field k. To each complete
chain ξ on X, Lomadze’s theory of residues provides a natural residue map
Resξ : Ω
d
K(X)/k → k. Given a codimension one irreducible, closed subvariety
y ⊂ X, i.e. a prime divisor, Yekutieli defines, in [58, Definition 4.2.3], a
form ω ∈ ΩdK(X)/k to be holomorphic along y if and only if
Resξ(fω) = 0
for all f ∈ OX,y and all complete chains ξ of the form ξ = 〈. . . , y,X〉.
Having constructed the dualizing complex K•X , Yekutieli introduces ω˜X :=
H−nK•X , which is naturally contained inside the constant sheaf ΩdK(X)/k. He
proves [58, Theorem 4.4.16] the analogue of our main theorem 5.7, namely
that for open U ⊆ X,
ω˜X(U) = {ω ∈ ΩdK(X)/k :ω is holomorphic along y,
for all codimension one y which meet U}.
Furthermore, the idea of proof is identical, following our lemmas in section
5: he reduces the problem to the smooth case using functoriality of ω˜X with
respect to finite morphisms and trace maps, and then in the smooth case
proves that ω˜X = Ω
d
X/k. From this he concludes that ω˜X is the sheaf of
regular differential forms in the sense of E. Kunz [30].
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Assuming that X is generically smooth, then the sheaf of regular dif-
ferentials is the dualizing sheaf, and the Grothendieck trace map may be
constructed using residues, the reciprocity law, and ade`lic spaces, in a simi-
lar way to the case of a curve or surface discussed above. See [58] and others
of Yekutieli’s papers, e.g. [25] [59].
1.6. Ade`lic analysis. This work has many connections to I. Fesenko’s pro-
gramme of two-dimensional ade`lic analysis [10] [11] [12] [13] [41] [42] [43],
and is part of the author’s attempt to understand the connection between
ade`lic analysis and more familiar methods in algebraic geometry.
Two-dimensional ade`lic analysis aims to generalise the current rich theo-
ries of topology, measure, and harmonic analysis which exist for local fields,
by which mathematicians study curves and number fields, to dimension
two. In particular, Fesenko generalises the Tate-Iwasawa [26] [54] method of
studying the zeta function of a global field to dimension two, giving a new
approach to the study of the L-function of an elliptic curve over a global
field. The author hopes that the reader is satisfied to hear only the most
immediate relations between this fascinating subject and the current paper.
Let E be an elliptic curve over a number field K, with function field
F = K(E), and let E be a regular, projective model of E over the ring
of integers OK . Then E satisfies the assumptions which we impose on our
arithmetic surfaces in this paper. Let ψ = ⊗s∈S0ψs : AK → S1 be an
additive character on the ade`le group of K, and let ω ∈ Ω1F/K be a fixed,
non-zero differential form. For x ∈ y ⊂ E a point contained in a curve as
usual, with x sitting over s ∈ S, introduce an additive character
ψx,y : Fx,y → S1, a 7→ ψs(Resx,y(aω)),
where Resx,y is the relative residue map which we will construct in section
4. If x is a fixed point, then our reciprocity law will imply∑
y⊂X
y∋x
ψx,y(a) = 0
for any a ∈ F .
Moreover, suppose that ψ is trivial on global elements and that y is a
fixed horizontal curve; then Fesenko also proves [13, §27 Proposition]∑
x∈X0
x∈y∪{arch}
ψx,y(a) = 0.
We are deliberately vague here. Let us just say that we must adjoin archimedean
points to S and y, consider two-dimensional archimedean local fields such
as R((t)), and define suitable additive characters at these places; once these
have been suitably introduced, this reciprocity law follows from ade`lic reci-
procity for the number field k(y).
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1.7. Future work. The author is thinking about several topics related to
this paper which may interest the reader. Let π : X → OK be an arithmetic
surface.
Grothendieck duality. In the existing work on explicit Grothendieck du-
ality on algebraic varieties using residues, there are three key steps. Firstly
one must define suitable local residue maps, either on spaces of differential
forms or on local cohomology groups. Secondly, the local residue maps are
used to define the dualizing sheaf, and finally the local residue maps must
be patched together in some fashion to define Grothendieck’s trace map on
the cohomology of the dualizing sheaf.
In this paper the first two steps are carried out for arithmetic surfaces.
It should be possible to use our residue maps (Resx,y)x,y to construct the
trace map
trpi : H
1(X,ωpi)→ OK ,
and give an explicit ade`lic proof of Grothendieck duality, similar to the
existing work for algebraic varieties described above. This should follow
relatively easily from the contents of this paper, and the author hopes to
publish it at a later time1.
Horizontal reciprocity. If y is horizontal then reciprocity law along y
does not make sense naively (in contrast with a vertical curve: see remark
4.2), since the residues Resx,y ω belong to different fields as x varies across
y. Of course, this is the familiar problem that SpecOK is not a relative
curve. As explained in the discussion of Fesenko’s work above, this is fixed
by taking into account the archimedean data. Such results seem to live
outside the realm of algebraic geometry, and need to be better understood.
Two-dimensional Poisson summation. Perhaps it is possible to find a
global duality result on X which incorporates not only Grothendieck duality
of X relative to S, but also the arithmetic duality on the base i.e. Poisson
summation. Such a duality would necessarily incorporate archimedean data
and perhaps be most easily expressed ade`lically. Perhaps it already exists,
in the form of Fesenko’s two-dimensional theta formula [13, §3.6].
Multiplicative theory. We have focused on additive theory, but as we
mentioned while discussing Osipov’s work, there are natural multiplicative
analogues. In fact, the ‘multiplicative residue map’ for mixed characteristic
two-dimensional local fields has been defined by K. Kato [27]. Fesenko’s
work includes an ade`lic interpretation of the conductors of the special fibres
of E , but only under the assumption that the reduced part of each fibre
is semi-stable [13, §40, Remark 2]; similar results surely hold in greater
generality and are related to ‘conductor = discriminant’ formulae [28] [35]
[51].
1See [44].
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Moreover, Fesenko’s two-dimensional theta formula [13, 3.6] is an ade`lic
duality which takes into account the interplay between the additive and
multiplicative structures. It is important to understand better its geometric
interpretation, at least in the case of an algebraic surface.
Perhaps it is also possible to study vanishing cycles [50] using similar
techniques.
1.8. Notation. If A is a (always commutative) ring, then we write p ✁ A
to denote that p is an ideal of A; this notation seems to be common to those
educated in Oxford, and less familiar to others. We write p✁1A to indicate
that the height of p is 1. If p is prime, then k(p) = FracA/p is the residue
field at p. If A is a local ring, then the maximal ideal is mA.
If F is a complete discrete valuation field, then its ring of integers is OF ,
with maximal ideal pF . The residue field k(pF ) will be denoted F ; this
notation seems to be common among those affected by the Russian school
of arithmetic geometry. Discrete valuations are denoted ν, usually with an
appropriate subscript to avoid confusion.
If A is a B-algebra, the the space of relative Kahler differentials is ΩA/B =
Ω1A/B, and the universal differential is denoted d : A → ΩA/B. For a ∈ A,
we often write da in place of d(a).
Injective maps are often denoted by →֒, and surjective maps by → .
1.9. Acknowledgement. I am grateful to my supervisor I. Fesenko for
suggesting that I think about arithmetic ade`lic duality. He and L. Xiao
gave me some invaluable help on appendix A, the contents of which were
essential in an earlier version of the paper. A key idea in the proof of
lemma 5.5, namely the use of the prime avoidance lemma, was kindly shown
to me by David E Speyer via the online forum mathoverflow.net, and any
subsequent errors in the proof are due entirely to myself. Finally, I would like
to thank the anonymous referee for reading the paper with great diligence.
Parts of this research were done while visiting the IHE´S (November 2008)
and Harvard University (Spring 2009). These extended trips would not have
been possible without funding provided through the London Mathematical
Society in the form of the Cecil King Travel Scholarship, and I would like to
thank both the Cecil King Memorial Foundation for its generosity and the
institutes for their hospitality.
2. Local relative residues
Here we develop a theory of residues of differential forms on two-dimensional
local fields. Recall that a two-dimensional local field is a complete discrete
valuation field F whose residue field F is a (non-archimedean, in this paper)
local field. We will be interested in such fields F of characteristic zero; when
the local field F also has characteristic zero then we say that F has equal
characteristic zero; when F has finite characteristic, then F is said to be of
mixed characteristic.
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2.1. Continuous differential forms. We begin by explaining how to con-
struct suitable spaces of ‘continuous’ differential forms.
For any Noetherian, local ring A and A-module N , we will denote by N sep
the maximal Hausdorff (=separated) quotient for the mA-adic topology, i.e.
N sep = N
/
∞⋂
n=1
mnAN .
Remark 2.1. Suppose that A/B is a finite extension of Noetherian, local
domains. Then mA ∩B = mB. Also, the fibre A⊗B k(mB) is a finite dimen-
sional k(mB)-vector space, and is therefore Artinian; hence mBA contains
mnA for n≫ 0. So for any B-module N ,
N sep ⊗B A = (N ⊗B A)sep.
Lemma 2.2. Let A/B be a finite extension of Noetherian, local domains,
which are R-algebras, where R is a Noetherian domain. Assume that ΩsepB/R
is a free B-module, and that FracA/FracB is a separable extension. Then
there is an exact sequence
0→ ΩsepB/R ⊗B A→ ΩsepA/R → ΩA/B → 0
of A-modules.
Proof. The standard exact sequence of differential forms is
ΩB/R ⊗B A→ ΩA/R → ΩA/B → 0.
Since A is a finite B-module, the space of differentials ΩA/B is a finitely
generated, torsion A-module. Apply sep to the sequence to obtain, using
remark 2.1,
ΩsepB/R ⊗B A
j→ ΩsepA/R → ΩA/B → 0,
which is exact. It remains to prove that j is injective.
Let F , M , K be the fields of fractions of A, B, R respectively, and
let ω ∈ ΩsepB/R be an element of some chosen B-basis for this free module.
Let Dω : Ω
sep
B/R → B send ω to 1 and vanish on all other elements of the
chosen basis. This homomorphism extends first to an M -linear map DM :
ΩM/K → M , and then to an F -linear map DF : ΩF/K → F ; this follows
from the identifications ΩB/R ⊗B M ∼= ΩM/K and ΩM/K ⊗M F ∼= ΩF/K .
Finally, it induces an R-linear derivation D : A → F by D(a) = DF (d(a)),
where d : F → ΩF/K is the universal derivation.
Let N ⊆ F be the A-module spanned by D(a), for a ∈ A. This is a finitely
generated A-module, for if a1, . . . , an generate A as a B-module, then N is
contained in the A-module spanned by a1, . . . , an,D(a1), . . . ,D(an). Thus
the non-zero homomorphism D˜ : ΩA/R → N induced by D factors through
ΩsepA/R (by Nakayama’s lemma). Furthermore, D˜ sends j(ω) ∈ ΩsepA/R to 1 and
vanishes on the images under j of the other basis elements. It follows that
j is injective. 
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Remark 2.3. Whether ΩsepB/R is free is closely related to whether B is a
formally smooth algebra over R; see [19, The´ore`me 20.5.7]. M. Kurihara
uses such relations more systematically in his study of complete discrete
valuation fields of mixed characteristic [32].
Remark 2.4. Suppose that R is a Noetherian ring and A is a finitely
generated R-algebra. Let p✁A be a prime ideal. Then ΩAp/R = ΩA/R⊗AAp
is a finitely generated Ap-module, and the natural map ΩAp/R ⊗Ap Âp →
Ω
Âp/R
gives rise to an isomorphism
ΩAp/R ⊗Ap Âp ∼= lim←−
n
Ω
Âp/R
/pnΩ
Âp/R
= Ω̂
Âp/R
(see e.g. [36, exercise 6.1.13]).
Therefore Ωsep
Âp/R
is a finitely generated Âp-module (since it embeds into
Ω̂
Âp/R
), and it is therefore complete; so the embedding Ωsep
Âp/R
→֒ Ω̂
Âp/R
is
actually an isomorphism. Thus we have a natural isomorphism
ΩA/R ⊗A Âp ∼= ΩsepÂp/R.
We will occasionally give explicit proofs of results which could otherwise
be deduced from this remark.
Definition 2.5. Let F be a complete discrete valuation field, and let K
be a subfield of F such that Frac(K ∩ OF ) = K. The space of continuous
relative differentials is
ΩctsF/K := Ω
sep
OF /K∩OF
⊗OF F.
It is vector space over F and there is a natural surjection ΩF/K → ΩctsF/K .
Remark 2.6. Suppose that F , K are as in the previous definition, and
that F ′ is a finite, separable extension of F . Using remark 2.1, one shows
ΩctsF ′/K = Ω
cts
F/K⊗FF ′, and therefore there is a well-defined trace map TrF ′/F :
ΩctsF ′/K → ΩctsF/K .
2.2. Equal characteristic. We begin with residues in the equal charac-
teristic case; this material is well-known (see e.g. [52]) so we are brief. Let
F be a two-dimensional local field of equal characteristic zero. We assume
that an embedding of a local field K (necessarily of characteristic zero) into
F is given; such an embedding will be natural in our applications. The valu-
ation νF |K must be trivial, for else it would be a multiple of νK (a complete
discrete valuation field has a unique normalised discrete valuation) which
would imply K →֒ F , contradicting our hypothesis on the characteristic of
F ; so K ⊆ OF and K →֒ F , making F into a finite extension of K.
Lemma 2.7. F has a unique coefficient field which contains K.
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Proof. Set n = |F : K|. Suppose first that K ′/K is any finite subextension
of F/K. Then K ′ ⊆ OF and so the residue map restricts to a K-linear
injection K ′ →֒ F , proving that |K ′ : K| ≤ n. This establishes that K has
at most one extension of degree n inside F (for if there were two extensions
then we could take their composite), and that if such an extension exists
then it is the desired coefficient field (for then the residue map K ′ →֒ F
must be an isomorphism).
Since K is perfect, apply Hensel’s lemma to lift to OF a generator for
F/K; the subextension of F/K generated by this element has degree n,
completing the proof. 
This unique coefficient field will be denoted kF ; it depends on the image
of the embedding K →֒ OF , though the notation does not reflect that. kF
is a finite extension of K; moreover, it is simply the algebraic closure of K
inside F . When the local field K ⊆ F has been fixed, we will refer to kF as
the coefficient field of F (with respect to K, if we want to be more precise).
Standard structure theory implies that choosing a uniformiser t ∈ F induces
a kF -isomorphism F ∼= kF ((t)).
Lemma 2.8. ΩsepOF /OK is a free OF -module of rank 1, with basis dt, where
t is any uniformiser of F . Hence ΩctsF/K is a one-dimensional vector space
over F with basis dt.
Proof. Any derivation on OF which vanishes on OK also vanishes on K,
and it even vanishes on kF since kF /K is a finite, separable extension. Hence
ΩOF /OK = ΩOF /K = ΩOF /kF .
Fix a uniformiser t ∈ F , to induce a kF -isomorphism OF ∼= kF [[t]].
This allows us to define a kF -linear derivation
d
dt : OF → OF ,
∑
i ait
i 7→∑
i iait
i−1. For any f ∈ OF and n ≥ 0, we may write f =
∑n
i=0 ait
i+gtn+1,
with a0, . . . , an ∈ kF and g ∈ OF ; let d : OF → ΩOF /OK be the universal
derivation and apply d to obtain
df =
n∑
i=0
aiit
i−1 dt+ g(n + 1)tndt+ tn+1dg.
It follows that df − dfdtdt ∈
⋂∞
n=1 t
nΩOF /kF . Taking the separated quotient
shows that dt generates ΩsepOF /kF ; the existence of the derivation
d
dt implies
that dt is not torsion. 
The residue map of F , relative to K is defined by
resF : Ω
cts
F/K → kF , ω = fdt 7→ coeftt−1(f),
where the notation means that we take the coefficient of t−1 in the expansion
of f . Implicit in the definition is the choice of a kF -isomorphism F ∼= kF ((t)).
It is well-known that the residue map does not depend on the choice of
uniformiser t. Since the proof is straightforward in residue characteristic
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zero, we recall it. Any other uniformiser T has the form T =
∑∞
i=1 ait
i with
ai ∈ kF and a1 6= 0; for j ∈ Z \ {−1}, we have
coeftt−1
(
T j
dT
dt
)
= coeftt−1
(
1
j + 1
dT j+1
dt
)
= 0.
When j = −1, we instead calculate as follows:
coeftt−1
(
T−1
dT
dt
)
= coeftt−1((a
−1
1 t
−1− a−21 a2 + . . . )(a1 +2a2t+ . . . )) = 1.
Finally, since the residue is continuous with respect to the discrete valuation
topology on ΩctsF/K = Fdt and the discrete topology on kF , we have
coeftt−1
 ∑
j≫−∞
bjT
j dT
dt
 = b−1,
and it follows that the residue map may also be defined with respect to the
isomorphism F ∼= kF ((T )).
Now we recall functoriality of the residue map. Note that if F ′ is a finite
extension of F , then there is a corresponding finite extension kF ′/kF of the
coefficient fields.
Proposition 2.9. Let F ′ be a finite extension of F . Then the following
diagram commutes:
ΩctsF ′/K
resF ′−−−−→ kF ′
TrF ′/F
y yTrkF ′/kF
ΩctsF/K
resF−−−−→ kF
Proof. This is another well-known result, whose proof we give since it is
easy in the characteristic zero case. It suffices to consider two separate cases:
when F ′/F is unramified, and when F ′/F is totally ramified (as extensions
of complete discrete valuation fields).
In the unramified case, |kF ′ : kF | = |F ′ : F | and we may choose compatible
isomorphisms F ∼= kF ((t)), F ′ ∼= kF ′((t)); the result easily follows in this
case.
In the totally ramified case, F ′/F is only tamely ramified, kF ′ = kF , and
we may choose compatible isomorphisms F ∼= kF ((t)), F ′ ∼= kF ′((T )), where
T e = t. We may now follow the argument of [52, II.13]. 
2.3. Mixed characteristic. Now we introduce relative residue maps for
two-dimensional local fields of mixed characteristic. We take a local, explicit
approach, with possible future applications to higher local class field theory
and ramification theory in mind. This residue map is implicitly used by Fe-
senko [10, §3] to define additive characters in his two-dimensional harmonic
analysis.
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2.3.1. Two-dimensional local fields of mixed characteristic. We be-
gin with a review of this class of fields.
Example 2.10. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field. Let K{{t}}
be the following collection of formal series:
K{{t}} =
{
∞∑
i=−∞
ait
i : ai ∈ K for all i, inf
i
νK(ai) > −∞,
and ai → 0 as i→ −∞
}
.
Define addition, multiplication, and a discrete valuation by
∞∑
i=−∞
ait
i +
∞∑
j=−∞
ajt
j =
∞∑
i=−∞
(ai + bi)t
i
∞∑
i=−∞
ait
i ·
∞∑
j=−∞
ajt
j =
∞∑
i=−∞
(
∞∑
r=−∞
arbi−r
)
ti
ν
(
∞∑
i=−∞
ait
i
)
= inf
i
νK(ai)
Note that there is nothing formal about the sum over r in the definition of
multiplication; rather it is a convergent double series in the complete discrete
valuation field K. These operations are well-defined, make K{{t}} into a
field, and ν is a discrete valuation under which K{{t}} is complete. Note
that K{{t}} is an extension of K, and that ν|K = νK , i.e. e(K{{t}}/K) = 1.
The ring of integers of K{{t}} and its maximal ideal are given by
OK{{t}} =
{∑
i
ait
i : ai ∈ OK for all i and ai →∞ as i→ −∞
}
,
pK{{t}} =
{∑
i
ait
i : ai ∈ pK for all i and ai →∞ as i→ −∞
}
.
The surjective homomorphism
OK{{t}} → K((t)),
∑
i
ait
i 7→
∑
i
ait
i
identifies the residue field of K{{t}} with K((t)).
The alternative description of K{{t}} is as follows. It is the completion of
Frac(OK [[t]]) with respect to the discrete valuation associated to the height
one prime ideal πKOK [[t]].
We will be interested in the previous example when K is a local field
of characteristic 0. In this case, K{{t}} is a two-dimensional local field of
mixed characteristic.
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Now suppose L is any two-dimensional local field of mixed characteristic
of residue characteristic p. Then L contains Q, and the restriction of νL
to Q is a valuation which is equivalent to νp, since νL(p) > 0; since L is
complete, we may topologically close Q to see that L contains a copy of
Qp. It is not hard to see that this is the unique embedding of Qp into L,
and that L/Qp is an (infinite) extension of discrete valuation fields. The
corresponding extension of residue fields is L/Fp, where L is a local field of
characteristic p.
The analogue of the coefficient field in the equal characteristic case is the
following:
Definition 2.11. The constant subfield of L, denoted kL, is the algebraic
closure of Qp inside L.
Lemma 2.12. If K is an arbitrary field then K is relatively algebraically
closed in K((t)). If K is a complete discrete valuation field then K is rela-
tively algebraically closed in K{{t}}; so if K is a local field of characteristic
zero, then the constant subfield of K{{t}} is K.
Proof. Suppose that there is an intermediate extension K((t)) ≥ L ≥ K
with L finite over K. Then each element of L is integral over K[[t]], hence
belongs to K[[t]]. The residue map K[[t]] → K is non-zero on L, hence
restricts to a K-algebra injection L →֒ K. This implies L = K.
Now suppose K is a complete discrete valuation field and that we have an
intermediate extension K{{t}} ≥M ≥ K withM finite over K. ThenM is a
complete discrete valuation field with e(M/K) = 1, since e(K{{T}}/K) = 1.
Passing to the residue fields and applying the first part of the proof toK((t))
implies f(M/K) = 1. Therefore |M : K| = 1, as required. 
Let L be a two-dimensional local field of mixed characteristic. The alge-
braic closure of Fp inside L is finite over Fp (it is the coefficient subfield of
L); so, if k is any finite extension of Qp inside L, then f(k/Fp) is bounded
above. But also e(k/Qp) < e(L/Qp) <∞ is bounded above. It follows that
kL is a finite extension of Qp.
Thus the process of taking constant subfields canonically associates to
any two-dimensional local field L of mixed characteristic a finite extension
kL of Qp.
Lemma 2.13. Suppose K is a complete discrete valuation field and Ω/K
is a field extension with subextensions F,K ′ such that K ′/K is finite and
separable, and F is K-isomorphic to K{{T}}. Then the composite extension
FK ′ is K-isomorphic to K ′{{T}}.
Proof. Let K ′′ be the Galois closure of K ′ over K (enlarging Ω if neces-
sary); then the previous lemma implies that K ′′ ∩ F = K and therefore the
extensions K ′′, F are linearly disjoint over K (here it is essential that K ′′/K
is Galois). This implies that FK ′′ is K-isomorphic to F ⊗K K ′′, which
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is easily seen to be K-isomorphic to K ′′{{T}}. The resulting isomorphism
σ : FK ′′ → K ′′{{T}} restricts to an isomorphism FK ′ → σ(K ′){{T}}, and
this final field is isomorphic to K ′{{T}}. 
Lemma 2.14. Suppose L is a two-dimensional local field of mixed charac-
teristic. Then there is a two-dimensional local field M contained inside L,
such that L/M is a finite extension and
(i) M = L;
(ii) kM = kL;
(iii) M is kM -isomorphic to kM{{T}}.
Proof. The residue field of L is a local field of characteristic p, and therefore
there is an isomorphism L ∼= Fq((t)); using this we may define an embedding
Fp((t)) →֒ L, such that L/Fp((t)) is an unramified, separable extension.
SinceQp{{t}} is an absolutely unramified discrete valuation field with residue
field Fp((t)), a standard structure theorem of complete discrete valuation
fields [9, Proposition 5.6] implies that there is an embedding of complete
discrete valuation fields j : Qp{{t}} →֒ L which lifts the chosen embedding
of residue fields. Set F = j(Qp{{t}}), and note that f(L/F ) = |L : Fp((t))| =
logp(q) and e(L/F ) = νL(p) <∞; so L/F is a finite extension.
Now apply the previous lemma with K = Qp and K
′ = kL to obtain M =
FK ′ ∼= kL{{t}}. Moreover, Hensel’s lemma implies that L, and therefore kL,
contains the q − 1 roots of unity; so kLF = Fq · Fp((t)) = L, and therefore
M = L. 
We will frequently use arguments similar to those of the previous lemma
in order to obtain suitable subfields of L.
Definition 2.15. A two-dimensional local field L of mixed characteristic is
said to be standard if and only if e(L/kL) = 1.
The purpose of the definition is to provide a ‘co-ordinate’-free definition
of the class of fields we have already considered:
Corollary 2.16. L is standard if and only if there is a kL-isomorphism
L ∼= kL{{t}}. If L is standard and k′ is a finite extension of kL, then Lk′ is
also standard, with constant subfield k′.
Proof. Since e(kL{{t}}/kL) = 1, the field L is standard if it is isomorphic
to kL{{t}}. Conversely, by the previous lemma, there is a standard subfield
M ≤ L with kM = kL and M = L; then e(M/kM ) = 1 and e(L/kL) = 1
(since we assumed L was standard), so that e(L/M) = 1 and therefore
L =M .
The second claim follows from lemma 2.13. 
Remark 2.17. A first local parameter of a two-dimensional local field L is
an element t ∈ OL such that t is a uniformiser for the local field L. For
example, t is a first local parameter of K{{t}}. More importantly, if L is
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standard, then any isomorphism kL{{t}} ≃→ L is determined by the image
of t, and conversely, t may be sent to any first local parameter of L. This
follows from similar arguments to those found in lemma 2.14 above and 2.18
below; see e.g. [9, Proposition 5.6] and [38]. We will abuse notation in a
standard way, by choosing a first local parameter t ∈ L and then identifying
L with kL{{t}}.
2.3.2. The residue map for standard fields. Here we define a residue
map for standard two-dimensional fields and investigate its main properties.
As in the equal characteristic case, we work in the relative situation, with
a fixed standard two-dimensional local field L of mixed characteristic and a
chosen (one-dimensional) local fieldK ≤ L. It follows thatK is intermediate
between Qp and the constant subfield kL.
We start by studying spaces of differential forms. Note that if we choose
a first local parameter t ∈ L to induce an isomorphism L ∼= kL{{t}}, then
there is a well-defined kL-linear derivative
d
dt : L→ L,
∑
i ait
i 7→∑i iaiti−1.
Lemma 2.18. Let t be any first local parameter of L. Then ΩsepOL/OK de-
composes as a direct sum
ΩsepOL/OK = OLdt⊕ Tors(Ω
sep
OL/OK
)
with OLdt free, and Tors(ΩsepOL/OK ) ∼= ΩOkL/OK ⊗OkL OL. Hence Ω
cts
L/K is a
one-dimensional vector space over L with basis dt.
Proof. First suppose that K = kL is the constant subfield of L. Then we
claim that for any f ∈ OL, one has df = dfdtdt in ΩsepOL/OK .
Standard theory of complete discrete valuation fields (see e.g. [38]) implies
that there exists a map H : L→ O×L ∪ {0} with the following properties:
(i) H is a lifting, i.e. H(a) = a for all a ∈ L;
(ii) H(t) = t;
(iii) for any a0, . . . , ap−1 ∈ L, one has H(
∑p−1
i=0 a
p
i t
i
) =
∑p−1
i=0 H(ai)
pti.
The final condition replaces the Teichmuller identity H(ap) = ap which
ones sees in the perfect residue field case. We will first prove our claim for
elements of the form f = H(a), for a ∈ L. Indeed, for any n > 0, we expand
a using the p-basis t to write
a =
pn−1∑
i=0
ap
n
i t
i
for some a0, . . . , apn−1 ∈ L. Lifting, and using the Teichmuller property (iii)
of H n-times, obtains
f =
pn−1∑
i=0
H(ai)
pnti.
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Now apply the universal derivative to reveal that
df =
pn−1∑
i=0
H(ai)
pniti−1dt+ pnH(ai)
pn−1tid(H(ai)).
We may apply ddt in a similar way, and it follows that df− dfdtdt ∈ pnΩOL/OK .
Letting n→∞ gives us df = dfdtdt in ΩsepOL/OK .
Now suppose that f ∈ OL is not necessarily in the image of H. For any
n, we may expand f as a sum
f =
n∑
i=0
fiπ
i + gπn+1
where π is a uniformiser of K (also a uniformiser of L), f0, . . . , fn belong to
the image of H, and g ∈ OL. Applying the universal derivative obtains
df =
n∑
i=0
dfi
dt
πidt+ πn+1dg,
and computing dfdt gives something similar. We again let n →∞ to deduce
that df = dfdtdt in Ω
sep
OL/OK
. This completes the proof of our claim.
This proves that dt generates Ωsep
OL/OK
, so we must now prove that it is
not torsion. But the derivative ddt induces an OL-linear map ΩOL/OK → OL
which descends to the maximal separated quotient and send dt to 1; this is
enough. This completes the proof in the case kL = K.
Now consider the general case kL ≥ K. Using the isomorphism L ∼=
kL{{t}}, we set M = K{{t}}. The inclusions OK ≤ OM ≤ OL, lemma 2.2,
and the first case of this proof applied to K = kM , give an exact sequence
of differential forms
(2) 0→ ΩsepOM/OK ⊗OM OL → Ω
sep
OL/OK
→ ΩOL/OM → 0.
Furthermore, the isomorphism L ∼= M ⊗K kL restricts to an isomorphism
OL ∼= OM ⊗OK OkL , and base change for differential forms gives ΩOL/OM ∼=
ΩOkL/OK
⊗OkL OL; this isomorphism is given by the composition
ΩOkL/OK
⊗OkL OL → ΩOL/OK → ΩOL/OM .
But this factors through ΩsepOL/OK , which splits (2) and completes the proof.

We may now define the relative residue map for L/K similarly to the
equal characteristic case:
resL : Ω
cts
L/K → kL, ω = fdt 7→ −coeftt−1(f)
where the notation means that we expand f in kL{{t}} and take the co-
efficient of t−1. Implicit in the definition is the choice of an isomorphism
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L ∼= kL{{t}} fixing kL. The twist by −1 is necessary for the future reciprocity
laws.
Proposition 2.19. resL is well-defined, i.e. it does not depend on the cho-
sen isomorphism L ∼= kL{{t}}.
Proof. As we noted in remark 2.17, the chosen isomorphism is determined
uniquely by the choice of first local parameter. Let T ∈ OL be another
first local parameter. Using a similar lifting argument (which simulates
continuity) to that in the first half of the previous lemma, it is enough to
prove
coeftt−1
(
T i
dT
dt
)
=
{
1 if i = −1,
0 if i 6= −1.
Well, when i 6= −1, then T i dTdt = ddt(i−1T i+1), which has t−1 coefficient 0,
since this is true for the derivative of any element.
Now, the image of T in L has the form T =
∑∞
i=1 θit
i
, with θi ∈ kL and
θ1 6= 0. Hence T ≡
∑∞
i=1 ait
i mod pL, where each ai ∈ kL is a lift of θi.
Expanding the difference, a principal unit, as an infinite product obtains
T =
(
∞∑
i=1
ait
i
)
∞∏
j=1
(1 + bjπ
j),
for some bj ∈ OL, with π a uniformiser of kL (also a uniformiser of L); we
should remark that the above summation is a formal sum in L ∼= kL{{t}},
while the product is a genuinely convergent product in the valuation topol-
ogy on L.
The map
L× → kL, α 7→ coeftt−1
(
α−1
dα
dt
)
is a continuous (with respect to the valuation topologies) homomorphism,
so to complete the proof it is enough to verify the identities
coeftt−1
(
α−1
dα
dt
)
=
{
1 if α =
∑∞
i=1 ait
i,
0 if α = 1 + bjπ
j.
The first of these identities follows exactly as in the equal characteristic case
of subsection 2.2. For the second identity, we compute as follows:
(1 + bjπ
j)−1
d
dt
(1 + bjπ
j) = (1− bjπj + b2jπ2j + . . . )
dbj
dt
πj
=
dbj
dt
πj − d(2
−1b2j )
dt
π2j +
d(3−1b3j )
dt
π3j + . . .
This is a convergent sum, each term of which has no t−1 coefficient; the
proof is complete. 
We now establish the functoriality of residues with respect to the trace
map:
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Proposition 2.20. Suppose that L′ is a finite extension of L, and that L′
is also standard. Then the following diagram commutes:
ΩctsL′/K
resL′−−−−→ kL′
TrL′/L
y yTrkL′/kL
ΩctsL/K
resL−−−−→ kL
Proof. Using the intermediate extension LkL′ , we may reduce this to two
cases: when we have compatible isomorphisms L ∼= kL{{t}}, L ∼= kL′{{t}},
or when kL = kL′ . The first case is straightforward, so we only treat the
second.
By the usual ‘principle of prolongation of algebraic identities’ trick [52,
II.13] we may reduce to the case L ∼= kL{{t}}, L ∼= kL{{T}} with t = T e.
The same argument as in the equal characteristic case [loc. cit.] is then
easily modified. 
2.3.3. Extending the residue map to non-standard fields. Now sup-
pose that L is a two-dimensional local field of mixed characteristic which
is not necessarily standard, and as usual fix a local field K ≤ L. Choose a
standard subfieldM of L with the same constant subfield as L and of which
L is a finite extension; this is possible by lemma 2.14. Attempt to define the
relative residue map for L/K to be composition
resL : Ω
cts
L/K
TrL/M−→ ΩctsM/K
resM−→ kM = kL.
Lemma 2.21. resL is independent of the choice of M .
Proof. Suppose thatM ′ is another field with the same properties asM , and
let ω ∈ ΩctsL/K . By an important structure result for two-dimensional local
fields of mixed characteristic [60, Theorem 2.1] there is a finite extension
L′ of L such that L′ is standard. Using functoriality for standard fields, we
have
resM (TrL/M ω) = |L′ : L|−1 resM (TrL′/M ω) = |L′ : L|−1TrkL′/kL(resL′(ω))
(here we have identified ω with its image in ΩctsL′/K). Since this expression is
equally valid forM ′ in place ofM , we have proved the desired independence.

The definition of the residue in the general case is chosen to ensure that
functoriality still holds:
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Proposition 2.22. Let L′/L be a finite extension of two-dimensional local
fields of mixed characteristic; then the following diagram commutes
ΩctsL′/K
resL′−−−−→ kL′
TrL′/L
y yTrkL′/kL
ΩctsL/K
resL−−−−→ kL
Proof. Let M be a standard subfield of L used to define resL; then M
′ =
MkL′ may be used to define resL′ . For ω ∈ ΩctsL′/K , we have
resL(TrL′/L ω) = resM (TrL/M TrL′/L ω) = resM (TrM ′/M TrL′/M ′ ω).
Apply functoriality for standard fields to see that this equals
TrkL′/kL(resM ′(TrL′/M ′ ω)) = TrkL′/kL resL′(ω),
as required. 
2.3.4. Relation of the residue map to that of the residue fields. We
finish this study of residues by proving that the residue map on a mixed char-
acteristic, two-dimensional local field L lifts the residue map of the residue
field L. More precisely, we claim that the following diagram commutes
ΩsepOL/OK
resL−−−−→ OkLy y
ΩL/K
e(L/kL) resL−−−−−−−−→ kL
where some of the arrows deserve further explanation. The lower horizontal
arrow is e(L/kL) times the usual residue map for L (a local field of finite
characteristic); note that K is a finite subfield of L, and that kL is the
constant subfield of L, which we identify with the residue field of L. Also,
the top horizontal arrow is really the composition ΩsepOL/OK
j→ ΩctsL/K
resL→ kL;
part of our claim is that resL ◦j has image in OkL .
Combining the identifications ΩL/K = ΩL/kL and Ω
cts
L/K = Ω
cts
L/kL
with the
natural surjection ΩsepOL/OK → Ω
sep
OL/OkL
, the problem is easily reduced to
the case K = kL, which we now consider.
Let us first suppose that L is a standard field (so that e(L/K) = 1);
write L = M for later clarity, and let t ∈ M be a first local parameter.
Then ΩsepOM/OK = OM dt by lemma 2.18 and so the image of Ω
sep
OM/OK
inside
ΩctsM/K = M dt is OM dt. We need to show that resM (f dt) = resM (f dt) for
all f ∈ OM ; this is clear from the explicit definition of the residue map for
M = K{{t}}.
Now suppose L is arbitrary, choose a first local parameter t ∈ OL, and
then choose a standard subfield M such that M = L, kM = K, and t ∈ M
(see lemma 2.14). To continue the proof, we must better understand the
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structure of ΩsepOL/OK . Let πL denote a uniformiser of L, so that OL =
OM [πL]; let f(X) ∈ OM [X] be the minimal polynomial of πL, and write
f(X) =
∑n
i=0 biX
i. We have our usual exact sequence
0→ ΩsepOM/OK ⊗OM OL → Ω
sep
OL/OK
→ ΩOL/OM → 0,
so that ΩsepOL/OK is generated by dt and dπL. Moreover,
(3) 0 = d(f(πL)) = f
′(πL) dπL + c dt,
where c =
∑n
i=0
dbi
dt π
i
L. Furthermore, using our exact sequence to see that
dt is not torsion, and from the fact that ΩOL/OM
∼= OL/〈f ′(πL)〉 (using the
generator dπL), it is easy to check that (3) is the only relation between the
generators dt and dπL.
We now define a trace map TrOL/OM : Ω
sep
OL/OK
→ ΩsepOM/OK as follows:
TrOL/OM (a dπL) = TrL/M (−acf ′(πL)−1) dt
TrOL/OM (b dt) = TrL/M (b) dt
for a, b ∈ OL. It is important to recall the classical different formula ([45,
III.2]; also see appendix A):
f ′(π)−1OL = C(OL/OM ) (={x ∈ L : TrL/M (xOL) ⊆ OF }),
to see that this is well-defined. Furthermore, if we base change − ⊗OL L,
then we obtain the usual trace map TrL/M : Ω
cts
L/K → ΩctsM/K .
By definition of the residue map on L, it is now enough to show that the
diagram
ΩsepOL/OK
TrOL/OM−−−−−−→ ΩsepOM/OKy y
ΩL/K
×|L:M |−−−−−→ ΩM/K
commutes. Well, for an element of the form b dt ∈ ΩsepOL/OK with b ∈ OL,
commutativity is clear. Now consider an element a dπL ∈ ΩsepOL/OK ; the
image of this in ΩL/K is zero, so we must show that TrOL/OM (a dπL) = 0
in ΩM/K . For this we recall another formula relating the trace map and
different, namely
TrL/M (π
i
Lf
′(πL)
−1OL) = π⌊
i
e
⌋
M OM ,
where i ∈ Z, e = |L : M |, and ⌊ ⌋ denotes the greatest integer below
(see e.g. [9, Proposition III.1.4]). Since f is an Eisenstein polynomial,
νL(
dai
dt ) ≥ e for all i, and so νL(c) ≥ e; by the aforementioned formula,
TrL/M (cf
′(πL)
−1OL) ⊆ πMOM . This is what we needed to show, and com-
pletes the proof of compatibility between resL and resL.
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Corollary 2.23. Let L be a two-dimensional local field of mixed character-
istic, and K ≤ L a local field. Then the following diagram commutes:
ΩsepOL/OK
TrkL/K ◦ resL−−−−−−−−→ OKy y
ΩL/K
e(L/K)TrkL/K
◦ resL−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ K
Proof. It is enough to combine what we have just proved with the commu-
tativity of
OkL
TrkL/K−−−−−→ OKy y
kL
e(kL/K)TrkL/K−−−−−−−−−−→ K

3. Reciprocity for two-dimensional, normal, local rings
Now we consider a semi-local situation and prove the promised reciprocity
law (theorem 3.13).
Let A be a two-dimensional, normal, complete, local ring of characteristic
zero, with finite residue field of characteristic p; for the remainder of this
section, we will refer to these collective conditions as (†). Denote by F
the field of fractions of A and by mA the maximal ideal. For each height
one prime y ✁ A (we will sometimes write y ✁1A), the localisation Ay is a
discrete valuation ring, and we denote by Fy = Frac Ây the corresponding
complete discrete valuation field. The residue field of Fy is F y = FracA/y.
Moreover, A/y is a one-dimensional, complete, local domain, and so its field
of fractions is a complete discrete valuation field whose residue field is a
finite extension of the residue field of A/y, which is the same as the residue
field of A. Therefore Fy is a two-dimensional local field of characteristic
zero.
Since A is already complete, there is no confusion caused by writing Ây
instead of Ây (notice the different sized hats).
Lemma 3.1. There is a unique ring homomorphism Zp → A, and it is a
closed embedding.
Proof. The natural embedding j : Z →֒ A is continuous with respect to the
p-adic topology on Z and the mA-adic topology on A since p
nZp ⊆ j−1(mnA)
for all n ≥ 0. Therefore j extends to a continuous injection j : Zp →֒ A,
which is a closed embedding since Zp is compact and A is Hausdorff.
Now suppose that φ : Zp → A is an arbitrary ring homomorphism. Then
φ−1(mnA) is an ideal of Zp which contains p
nZ; but every ideal of Zp is closed,
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and so it contains pnZp. Therefore φ is continuous; since φ agrees with j on
Z, they are equal. 
We fix a finite extension OK of Zp inside A, where OK is the ring of
integers of a finite extension K of Qp. For each height one prime y ✁A, we
have K ≤ Fy, and the constant/coefficient field ky = kFy of Fy is a finite
extension of K. There is a natural map ΩF/K → ΩctsFy/K , so we may define
the residue map at y by
resy : ΩF/K −→ ΩctsFy/K
resFy−→ ky.
It is a nuisance having the residue maps associated to different primes taking
values in different finite extensions of K, so we also introduce
Resy = Trky/K resy : ΩF/K → K.
Our immediate aim, to be deduced in several stages, is the following
reciprocity law:
Theorem 3.2. Let ω ∈ ΩF/K ; then for all but finitely many height one
primes y ✁A the residue resy(ω) is zero, and∑
y✁1A
Resy(ω) = 0
in K.
We will also prove an analogous result without the assumption that A is
complete; see theorem 3.13.
3.1. Reciprocity for OK [[T ]]. We begin by establishing reciprocity for
B = OK [[T ]]. More precisely, we shall consider B ∼= OK [[T ]]; although this
may seem to be a insignificant difference, it is important to understand the
intrinsic role of T , especially for the proof of proposition 2.19.
Lemma 3.3. Let B satisfy conditions (†) and also be regular; let OK ≤ B
be the ring of integers of a local field, and assume that K = k(mB) and
pK 6⊆ m2B. Let πK be any prime of K.
Then there exists t ∈ mB such that mB = 〈πK , t〉. If t is any such
element, then each f ∈ B may be uniquely written as a convergent se-
ries f =
∑∞
i=0 ait
i, with ai ∈ OK , and this defines an OK-isomorphism
B ∼= OK [[T ]], with t 7→ T .
Proof. Since πK is non-zero in the k(mB)-vector space mB/m
2
B, which has
dimension two by regularity, there is t ∈ B such that (the images of) πK , t
are a basis for this space; hence mA = 〈πK , t〉 by Nakayama’s lemma.
Now, B/tB is a one-dimensional, complete, regular, local ring, i.e. a
complete discrete valuation ring, in which πK is prime. Since tB is prime,
tB ∩ OK = {0} and so OK →֒ B/tB; but these two complete discrete
valuation fields have the same prime and same residue field, hence are equal.
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Any series of the given form converges in B because B is complete and ait
i
belongs to miB. Conversely, for any f ∈ B we may write f ≡ a0 mod tB for
some a0 ∈ OK (since B/tB = OK); then replace f by t−1(f−a0) and repeat
the process to obtain the desired expansion for f . If a series
∑
i≥I ait
i is
zero, with aI 6= 0, then we get aItI ∈ tI+1B, which contradicts the identity
tB ∩ OK = {0}. 
Now let B, OK , πK , t satisfy the conditions of the previous lemma; set
M = FracB. Using the isomorphism B ∼= OK [[T ]], we may describe the
height one primes y of B (see e.g. [46, Lemma 5.3.7]):
(i) p ∈ y. Then y = πKB, and My is a two-dimensional local field
of mixed characteristic which is K-isomorphic to K{{t}} and has
constant field ky = K.
(ii) p /∈ y. Then y = hB, where h ∈ OK [t] is an irreducible, Weierstrass
polynomials (i.e. h = td + ad−1t
d−1 + · · · + a0, with ai ∈ pK),
and My is a two-dimensional local field of equal characteristic. The
coefficient field ky is the finite extension of K generated by a root of
h. Finally, My is ky-isomorphic to ky((ty)), where ty is a uniformiser
at y, e.g. ty = h.
We need a convenient set of additive generators of M :
Lemma 3.4. Each element of M is a finite sum of elements of the form
πnKg
hr
,
with h ∈ OK [t] an irreducible, Weierstass polynomial, r > 0, n ∈ Z, and
g ∈ B.
Proof. We begin with an element of M of the form 1/(πr11 π
r2
2 ), with π1, π2
distinct irreducible elements of B, and r1, r2 ≥ 1. Set I = 〈πr11 , πr22 〉 ✁ B;
then I cannot be contained inside any height one prime q, for then q would
contain both π1 and π2. So
√
I = mB and therefore m
m
B ⊆ I for m ≫ 0.
Therefore we may write πmK = g1π
r1
1 + g2π
r2
2 for some g1, g2 ∈ B, and we
deduce
1
πr11 π
r2
2
=
πmKg1
πr22
+
πmKg2
πr11
.
Now, a typical element of M has the form a/b, with a, b ∈ B. Since B is a
unique factorisation domain whose prime ideals are as described above, we
may write b = uπrKh
r1
1 · · · hrss where u ∈ B×, the hi are irreducible Weierstass
polynomials, and all the exponents are ≥ 0. Replacing a with u−1a, we may
suppose u = 1. Applying the first part of the proof repeatedly decomposes
a/b into a sum of the required form. 
We also need to understand the space of relative differential forms:
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Lemma 3.5. ΩsepB/OK is a free B-module of rank one, with basis dt. For each
height one prime y✁B, the natural map ΩB/OK ⊗B B̂y → ΩB̂y/OK descends
to an isomorphism
ΩsepB/OK ⊗B B̂y
≃→ Ωsep
B̂y/OK
.
Hence there is an induced isomorphism ΩsepB/OK ⊗B My
≃→ ΩctsMy/K .
Proof. The first claim may be proved in an identical way to lemma 2.8.
Alternatively, use remark 2.4 to deduce that ΩsepB/OK = ΩOK [t]/OK ⊗OK [t] B.
If y is a height one prime of B then there is a natural map
φ : ΩsepB/OK ⊗B B̂y = (ΩOK [t]/OK ⊗OK [t] B)⊗B B̂y
= ΩOK [t]/OK ⊗OK [t] B̂y → ΩB̂y/OK → Ω
sep
B̂y/OK
,
and we shall now construct the inverse of φ. Define an OK -derivation of By
by
d1 : By → ΩsepB/OK ⊗B B̂y b/s 7→ db⊗ s
−1 − b ds ⊗ s−2
where b ∈ B, s ∈ B \ y (this is well-defined). Moreover, the right hand side
is a finite B̂y-module, hence is complete and separated for the y-adic topol-
ogy; so d1 (which is easily seen to be y-adically continuous) extends from
By to B̂y. This derivation then induces a homomorphism of B̂y-modules
ΩB̂y/OK → Ω
sep
B/OK
⊗B B̂y, and this descends to
ψ : Ωsep
B̂y/OK
→ ΩsepB/OK ⊗B B̂y
since ΩsepB/OK ⊗B B̂y is a finitely generated B̂y-module.
It is immediate that ψφ = id. It is also easy to see that φψ(db) = db for
any b ∈ By; since such elements are dense in the Hausdorff space Ωsep
B̂y/OK
,
we deduce φψ = id. 
In particular, we now know that the residue map at y, initially defined
on ΩM/K , factors through its quotient Ω
sep
B/OK
⊗B M . We may now prove
reciprocity for B:
Theorem 3.6. For each ω ∈ ΩsepB/OK ⊗B M , the local residue resy ω is zero
for all but finitely many y ✁1B, and∑
y✁1B
Resy ω = 0
in K.
Proof. By lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, it is enough to consider the case ω = f dt
with
f =
πnKg
hr
,
where h, r, n, g are as in lemma 3.4.
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Let y = tyB be a prime with ty an irreducible, Weierstrass polynomial.
If ty 6= h, then πnKg/hr and t both belong to By, and so
coeftt−1y
(
πnKg
hr
dt
dty
)
= 0
by a basic property of the residue map; that is, resy(ω) = 0. This establishes
our first assertion. For the remainder of the proof, set y = hA; we must
prove that
(4) Resy(ω) + RespiKB(ω) = 0.
Suppose for a moment that g belongs to OK [t], and consider the rational
function field K(t) ≤ M . For any point x of P1K , let K(t)x be the com-
pletion of K(t) at the place x; then K(t)x is a two-dimensional local field
of equal characteristic. Let kx denote its unique coefficient field containing
K, and let resx : Ω
cts
Lx/K
→ kx denote the residue map. By the assump-
tion on g we have ω ∈ ΩK(t)/K , and global reciprocity for P1K implies that∑
x∈P1K
Trkx/K resx(ω) = 0.
Furthermore, an argument as at the start of this proof proves that resx(ω) =
0 unless x corresponds to the irreducible polynomial h, or x =∞. Moreover,
in the first case, K(t)x =My, kx = ky, and resx(ω) = resy(ω). Therefore to
complete the proof (with g still a polynomial) it is necessary and sufficient
to show that
(5) respiKB(ω) = res∞(ω).
Note that the residue map on the left is for a two-dimensional local field of
mixed characteristic, while that on the right is for one of equal characteristic.
This passage between different characteristics is the key to the proof.
To prove (5), write t∞ = t
−1, which is a local parameter at ∞, and
expand h−r in K(t)∞ = K((t∞)) as h
−r =
∑
i≥I ait
i
∞, say. Since h
r is
a Weierstrass polynomial, it is easily checked that ai → 0 in K as i →
∞; therefore the series ∑i≤−I a−iti is a well-defined element of MpikB =
K{{t}}. Moreover, since multiplication in both K{{t}} and K((t∞)) is given
by formal multiplication of series, we deduce
hr
∑
i≤−I
a−it
i = 1,
i.e.
∑
i≤−I a−it
i is the series expansion of h−r in MpikB = K{{t}}. Now let∑
i bit
i
∞ be the expansion of π
n
Kg/h
r of K(t)∞; then
∑
i b−it
i is the formal
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expansion of πnKg/h
r in MpikB , and so
res∞
(
πnKg
hr
dt
)
= coeftt−1∞
(
πnKg
hr
dt
dt∞
)
= coeftt−1∞
(
−t−2∞
∑
i
bit
i
∞
)
= −b1
= −coeftt−1
∑
i
b−it
i
= respiKB
(
πnKg
hr
dt
)
.
This completes the proof of identity (4) for g ∈ OK [t]; to prove it in
general and complete the proof, it is enough to check that both sides of (4)
are continuous functions of g, with respect to the mB-adic topology on B
and the discrete valuation topology on K. This is straightforward, though
tedious, and so we omit it. 
3.2. Reciprocity for complete rings. Now we extend the reciprocity law
to the general case. Fix both a ring A satisfying conditions (†) (see the start
of section 3) and the ring of integers of a local field OK ≤ A. Reciprocity
for A will follows in the usual way by realising A as a finite extension of
OK [[T ]]:
Lemma 3.7. There is a ring B between OK and A which is OK-isomorphic
to OK [[T ]], and such that A is a finite B-module.
Proof. By [6, Theorem 16], A contains a subring B0, over which it is a
finitely generated module, and such that B0 is a two-dimensional, p-adic
ring with residue field equal to that of A. Supposing that this residue field
is Fq, we therefore have an isomorphism i : Zq[[T ]]
≃→ B0. By the uniqueness
of the embedding Zp →֒ A (lemma 3.1), it follows that i(Zp) ⊆ OK . Define
j : OK [[T ]] = Zp[[T ]]⊗Zp OK → A, f ⊗ α 7→ i(f)α.
The kernel of j is a prime ideal of OK [[T ]] whose contraction toOK is zero.
If the kernel is non-zero then there is an Eisenstein polynomial h ∈ OK [T ]
such that that h(i(T )) = 0 (this follows from the classification of prime
ideals in OK [[T ]] discussed earlier), suggesting that i(T ) is algebraic over
OK and hence over Zp; this contradicts the injectivity of i. Hence j is an
isomorphism onto its image, as desired. 
Let B be as given by the previous lemma, and write M = FracB, F =
FracA. We now generalise lemma 3.5. However, note that if A can be
written as the completion of a localisation of a finitely generated OK -algebra,
then the following proof can be significantly simplified, simply by imitating
the proof of lemma 3.5; see also lemma 3.11.
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Lemma 3.8. ΩsepA/OK is a finitely generated A-module of rank 1. For each
height one prime y✁A, the natural map ΩA/OK ⊗A Ây → ΩÂy/OK descends
to an isomorphism
ΩsepA/OK ⊗A Ây
≃→ Ωsep
Ây/OK
.
Hence there is an induced isomorphism ΩsepA/OK ⊗A Fy
≃→ ΩctsFy/K .
Proof. Lemmas 3.5 and 2.2 imply that there is a natural exact sequence
(6) 0→ ΩsepB/OK ⊗B A→ Ω
sep
A/OK
→ ΩA/B → 0,
which proves the first claim since ΩA/B is a finitely generated, torsion A-
module.
Now we are going to construct a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 −−→ ΩsepB/OK ⊗B Ây −−→ Ω
sep
A/OK
⊗A Ây −−→ ΩA/B ⊗A Ây −−→ 0
ψ′B
x∼= ψAx x∼=
0 −−→ Ωsep
B̂y′/OK
⊗
B̂y′
Ây −−→ Ωsep
Ây/OK
−−→ Ω
Ây/B̂y
−−→ 0
The top line is obtained by tensoring (6) with Ây. For the bottom row, set
y′ = y ∩ B, use lemma 3.5 to see that ΩsepBy′/OK is free and that we may
therefore apply lemma 2.2 to the tower of rings Ây ≥ B̂y′ ≥ OK . In lemma
3.5 we also constructed a natural map
ψB = ψ : Ω
sep
B̂y/OK
→ ΩsepB/OK ⊗B B̂y;
its definition did not use any special properties of B and so we may similarly
define ψA. Base change ψB by Ây to obtain the isomorphism ψ
′
B in the
diagram. Finally, one may see in a number of different ways that there is
an isomorphism ΩA/B ⊗A Ây ∼= ΩÂy/B̂y which is natural enough so that the
diagram will commute.
It follows that ψA is an isomorphism, as required. 
The previous lemma implies that ΩsepB/OK ⊗B F ∼= Ω
sep
A/OK
⊗AF , and so we
have natural trace maps
TrF/M : Ω
sep
A/OK
⊗A F → ΩsepB/OK ⊗B M
TrFY /My : Ω
sep
A/OK
⊗A FY → ΩsepB/OK ⊗B My,
where Y is a height one prime of A and y = Y ∩B. Using these we establish
the expected functoriality for our residue maps:
Proposition 3.9. Let y be a fixed height one prime of B. Then for all
ω ∈ ΩsepA/OK ⊗A F , we have
Resy TrF/M (ω) =
∑
Y |y
ResY (ω),
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where Y ranges over the (finitely many) height one primes of A sitting over
y.
Proof. Set Ay = A ⊗B By = (B \ y)−1A ⊆ F . Then Ay/By is a finite
extension of Dedekind domains, with the maximal ideals of Ay corresponding
to the primes Y of A (necessarily of height one) sitting over y. Therefore,
for any x ∈ F , one has the usual local-global trace formula TrF/M (x) =∑
Y |y TrFY /My(x). In terms of differential forms,
TrF/M ω =
∑
Y |y
TrFY /My ω
for all ω ∈ ΩsepA/OK ⊗A F . Applying resy to each side of this expression and
using propositions 2.9 and 2.22 obtains
resy TrF/M (ω) =
∑
Y |y
TrkY /ky resY (ω).
Apply Trky/K to complete the proof. 
Our desired reciprocity for A follows in the usual way:
Theorem 3.10. For each ω ∈ ΩsepA/OK ⊗A F , the local residue resy ω is zero
for all but finitely many y ✁1A, and∑
y✁1A
Resy ω = 0.
Proof. Standard divisor theory implies that any f ∈ F× belongs to Ay for
all but finitely many y ✁1A. If fdg is a nonzero element of Ωsep
A/OK
⊗A F ,
then resY fdg = 0 for any Y ✁
1A which satisfies the following conditions:
p /∈ Y and f, g ∈ AY . Since all but finitely many Y satisfy these conditions,
we have proved the first claim.
We may now complete the proof with the usual calculation, by reducing
reciprocity via the previous proposition to the already-proved reciprocity for
B: ∑
Y✁1A
ResY ω =
∑
y✁1B
∑
Y |y
ResY ω
=
∑
y✁1B
Resy(TrF/M ω)
= 0.

3.3. Reciprocity for incomplete rings. We have thus far restricted our
attention to complete local rings; we will now remove the completeness hy-
pothesis. We do not prove reciprocity in the fullest generality, but restrict
to those rings which will later arise from an arithmetic surface. Let OK be
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a discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero and with finite residue field,
and A ≥ OK a two-dimensional, normal, local ring with finite residue field
of characteristic p; assume further that A is the localisation of a finitely
generated OK -algebra.
Since A is excellent, its completion Â is also normal; therefore Â satisfies
conditions (†) from the start of the section, and ÔK ≤ Â is the ring of
integers of a local field, as has appeared in the previous subsections. Write
F = Frac Â and K̂ = Frac ÔK .
The following global-to-local isomorphism is extremely useful for explicit
calculations. Since the notation can look confusing, let us mention that if
Y is a height one prime of Â, then the completion of the discrete valuation
ring (Â)Y is denoted
̂̂
AY .
Lemma 3.11. Let Y be a height one prime of Â; then the natural map
ΩA/OK ⊗A
̂̂
AY → Ωsep̂̂
AY /ÔK
is an isomorphism.
Proof. One follows the proof of lemma 3.5 almost exactly, replacing B by
Â and OK [t] by A. The only additional observation which needs to be made
is that the universal derivation d : Â→ Ωsep
Â/OK
must be trivial on ÔK , and
therefore Ωsep
Â/OK
= Ωsep
Â/ÔK
. 
For Y ✁1Â, the previous lemma gives us a natural isomorphism
ΩA/OK ⊗A FY
≃→ Ωcts
FY /K̂
,
and we thus pull back the relative residue map of FY /K̂ to get
resY : ΩFracA/K = ΩA/OK ⊗A FracA→ kY ,
where, as usual, kY denote the coefficient/constant field of FY .
More importantly, if y is instead a height one prime of A, then set
Resy =
∑
Y |y
Tr
kY /K̂
resY : ΩFracA/K → K̂
where Y ranges over the finitely many height one primes of Â sitting over
y.
We need a small lemma. We shall say that a prime of Â is transcendental
if and only if its contraction to A is zero; such a prime has height one and
does not contain p. The transcendental primes are artificial in a sense; they
have pathological properties (e.g. if Y is transcendental then FracA ≤ ÂY )
and do not contain interesting information about A.
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Lemma 3.12. Let Y be a height one prime of Â. If Y is not transcendental
then it is a prime minimal over yÂ, where y = A ∩ Y . On the other hand,
if Y is transcendental, then resY (ω) = 0 for all ω ∈ ΩFracA/K .
Proof. Since y = A ∩ Y is non-zero by assumption, so is yÂ. Since yÂ is
contained in Y there is a prime P ✁ Â which is minimal over yÂ and which
is contained in Y . But then P 6= 0 and we have a chain of primes 0✁P ✂Y ;
since Y has height 1 in Â, we deduce Y = P , i.e. Y is minimal over yÂ.
If fdg is a element of ΩFracA/K , then as we remarked above, f and g
belong to ÂY ; therefore resY (fdg) = 0, just as in the proof of theorem
3.10. 
The reciprocity law for A follows:
Theorem 3.13. For any ω ∈ ΩFracA/K , the residue Resy(ω) is non-zero for
only finitely many y ✁1A, and∑
y✁1A
Resy(ω) = 0
in K̂.
Proof. Immediate from theorem 3.10 and the previous lemma. 
4. A reciprocity law for arithmetic surfaces
Let OK be a Dedekind domain of characteristic zero and with finite
residue fields; denote by K its field of fractions. Let X be a curve over OK ;
more precisely, X is a normal scheme, flat and projective over S = SpecOK ,
whose generic fibre is one dimensional and irreducible. These assumptions
are enough to imply that each special fibre of X is equidimensional of di-
mension one. Let η be the generic point of SpecOK ; closed points will be
denoted by s, and we set Ks = Frac ÔK,s, which is a local field of char-
acteristic zero. Let ΩX/S denote the coherent sheaf of relative differential
(one-)forms.
Let x ∈ X be a closed point, and y ⊂ X a curve (= one-dimensional,
irreducible, closed subscheme) containing x; let s be the closed point of S
under x. Then A = OX,x satisfies the conditions at the start of subsection
3.3, and contains the discrete valuation ring OK,s. Also denote by y✁OX,x
the local equation for y at x; then y is a height one prime of A, and we
denote by
Resx,y : ΩK(X)/K → Ks
the residue map Resy : ΩFracA/K → Ks.
The following is the reciprocity law for residues around a fixed point on
X:
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Theorem 4.1. Let ω ∈ ΩK(X)/K , and let x ∈ X be a closed point sitting
over s ∈ S. Then for all but finitely many curves y ⊂ X containing x, the
residue Resx,y(ω) is zero, and∑
y⊂X
y∋x
Resx,y(ω) = 0
in the local field Ks.
Proof. This is simply the geometric statement of theorem 3.13. 
Remark 4.2. There is also a reciprocity law for the residue maps (Resx,y)x
along any fixed vertical curve y ⊂ X. Let ω ∈ ΩK(X)/K and fix an irreducible
component y of a special fibre Xs. Then∑
x∈y
Resx,y(ω) = 0
in the local field Ks, where x varies over all closed points of y. Remarkably,
it is possible for infinitely many terms in the summation to be non-zero, but
the sum does converge to zero in the valuation topology on Ks. This will
be published in a later work focusing on Grothendieck duality2. Compare
with [47, Proposition 6], where the same result for an algebraic variety over
a smooth curve is established.
5. Explicit construction of the dualizing sheaf for arithmetic
surfaces
Let π : X → S = SpecOK be an arithmetic surface in the sense of section
4. In this section we will apply the theory of residues developed in sections
2 and 3 to give an explicit description of the dualizing sheaf ωpi which is
analogous to Yekutieli’s result for algebraic varieties described in subsection
1.5.
We begin by establishing an essential result in the affine setting, to which
we will then reduce the main theorem 5.7.
5.1. The affine case. Let OK be a Dedekind domain of characteristic
zero with finite residue fields; its field of fractions is K. We suppose that
we are given a finitely generated, flat OK -algebra A, which is normal and
two-dimensional. Assume further that there is an intermediate ring B
OK ≤ B ≤ A
such that B ∼= OK [T ] and such that A is a finitely generated B-module. Fi-
nally, set F = FracA,M = FracB, and note that ΩF/K is a one-dimensional
F -vector space, with basis dT .
If 0✁y✁x is a chain of primes in A, then Ax is a two-dimensional, normal,
local ring containing the discrete valuation ring OK,s(x), where s(x) = OK ∩
2See [44].
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x. Therefore, as in section 4, we have the residue map Resx,y : ΩF/K → Ks(x)
where Ks(x) = Frac ÔK,s(x). The situation is similar with B in place of A.
We begin by establishing a functoriality result which we could have proved
in section 3:
Proposition 5.1. Let ω ∈ ΩF/K , and let 0✁y✁x✁B be a chain of primes
in B. Then
Resx,y TrF/M (ω) =
∑
x′,y′
Resx′,y′(ω)
where the sum is taken over all chains 0✁ y′ ✁ x′ ✁A such that x′ sits over
x and y′ sits over y.
Proof. Let x be a fixed maximal ideal of B; then A ⊗B B̂x =
⊕
x′|x Âx′
where x′ ranges over the finitely many maximal ideals of A sitting over x.
Therefore F ⊗M Frac B̂x =
⊕
x′|x Frac Âx′ and
TrF/M =
∑
x′|x
Tr
Frac Âx′/Frac B̂x
,
a local-global identity which is of course very well known for Dedekind do-
mains.
Let Y be a height one prime of B̂x. Then, for ω ∈ ΩF/K ,
ResY TrF/M ω =
∑
x′|x
ResY TrFrac Âx′/Frac B̂x
ω
(∗)
=
∑
x′|x
∑
Y ′|Y
ResY ′ ω
where Y ′ ranges over the height one primes of Âx′ sitting over Y , and equality
(∗) follows from proposition 3.9. Now fix a height one prime y of B contained
inside x; then
Resx,y TrF/M ω =
∑
Y✁B̂x
Y |y
ResY TrF/M ω
=
∑
Y✁B̂x
Y |y
∑
x′|x
∑
Y ′|Y
ResY ′ ω
=
∑
x′|x
∑
y′✁Ax′
y′|y
∑
Y ′✁Âx′
Y ′|y′
∑
Y ′|Y
ResY ′ ω
=
∑
x′|x
∑
y′✁Ax′
y′|y
Resy′ ω,
which is the required result. 
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We now introduce the following A-submodule of ΩF/K defined in terms
of residues:
WA/OK = {ω ∈ ΩF/K : Resx,y(fω) ∈ ÔK,s(x) for all 0✁y✁x✁A and f ∈ Ay}.
Similarly define WB/OK , and compare with Yekutieli’s ‘holomorphic forms’
in subsection 1.5.
Suppose that ω ∈WA/OK and y ✁ x is a chain in A. We remarked at the
end of the proof of theorem 3.6 that each residue map on a two-dimensional,
complete, normal local ring is continuous with respect to the adic topology
on the ring and the discrete valuation topology on the local field (this is
easy to prove for OK [[T ]] and follows in the general case using functoriality).
Therefore Resx,y(fω) ∈ ÔK,s(x) for all f ∈ Âx. Another continuity argument
even implies that this remains true for f ∈ (Âx)y.
Now, yÂx is a radical ideal of Âx; localising and completing with respect
to this ideal obtains
(
̂
(Âx)y =
⊕
Y |y
̂
(Ax)Y
where Y ranges over the height one primes of Âx sitting over y. Each
Ox,Y := ̂(Âx)Y is a complete discrete valuation ring whose field of fractions is
a two-dimensional local field, which we will denote Fx,Y . Note that Resx,y =∑
Y ResFx,Y by definition.
Fix a particular height one prime Y0 of Âx over y. Since (Âx)y is dense
in
⊕
Y |yOx,Y with respect to the discrete valuation topologies, there is h ∈
(Âx)y which is Y0-adically close to 1 and Y -adically close to 0 for Y 6= Y0.
More precisely, since each residue map ResFx,Y is continuous with respect
to the discrete valuation topologies on Fx,Y and Ks(x), we may take h to
satisfy
(i) ResFx,Y (hOx,Y ω) ⊆ ÔK,s(x) for Y 6= Y0;
(ii) ResFx,Y0 ((h− 1)Ox,Y0)ω) ⊆ ÔK,s(x).
Replacing f by hf , it follows that ResFx,Y0 (fω) ∈ ÔK,s(x) for all f ∈ (Âx)y,
and therefore for all f ∈ Ox,Y0 by continuity. To summarise:
Lemma 5.2. Let ω ∈ ΩF/K ; then ω ∈WA/OK if and only if ResFx,Y (fω) ∈
ÔK,s(x) for all maximal ideals x✁A, all height one primes Y ✁ Âx, and all
f ∈ Ox,Y .
Proof. The implication ⇐ is trivial, and we have just proved ⇒. 
Next we reduce the calculation of WA/OK to that of WB/OK :
Lemma 5.3. Let ω ∈ ΩF/K ; then ω ∈ WA/OK if and only if TrF/M (gω) ∈
WB/OK for all g ∈ A.
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Proof. The implication ⇐ follows from proposition 5.1. Let us fix a chain
y ✁ x in B and suppose that Resx,y(f TrF/M (gω)) ∈ ÔK,s(x) for all g ∈ A,
f ∈ By; so
(7)
∑
x′,y′
Resx′,y′(gω) ∈ ÔK,s(x)
for all g ∈ Ay by proposition 5.1. Since we have Âx = ⊕x′|xÂx′ , it follows
that if ξ is a fixed maximal ideal of A over x, then there is h ∈ A which is
close to 1 ξ-adically and close to 0 x′-adically for any other maximal ideal
x′ 6= ξ over x. More precisely, as we remarked at the end of the proof
of theorem 3.6, each residue map on a two-dimensional, complete, normal
local ring is continuous with respect to the adic topology on the ring and
the discrete valuation topology on the local field (this is easy to prove for
OK [[T ]] and follows in the general case using functoriality); we may find h
such that
(i) Resx′,y′(hAx′ω) ⊆ ÔK,s(x) for x′ 6= ξ and y′ ✁ x′ over y;
(ii) Resξ,y′((h − 1)Aξω) ⊆ ÔK,s(x) for y′ ✁ ξ over y.
Replacing g by gh in (7) obtains∑
y′✁ξ
y′|y
Resξ,y′(gω) ∈ ÔK,s(x)
for all g ∈ A. This sum is equal to∑
y′✁1Âξ
y′|y
Resy′(gω),
and we may now repeat the argument, similarly to how we proved the pre-
vious lemma, by completing at y instead of x, and using the fact that the
residue map on a two-dimensional local field is continuous with respect to
the valuation topology. This gives Resξ,y′(gω) ∈ ÔK,s(x) for all g ∈ Ay′ , for
any y′ ✁ ξ over y. This completes the proof. 
We may now establish our main result in the affine case, relating WA/OK
to the codifferent of A/B. A review of the codifferent and its importance
in duality theory is provided in the appendix. The proof requires explicit
arguments using residues, and uses the results and notation of sections 2
and 3.
Theorem 5.4. We have WA/OK = C(A/B)dT .
Proof. Since ΩF/K = F dT it is enough, by the previous lemma, to prove
that WB/OK = B dT . Let ω = hdT ∈ ΩM/K , where h ∈ M ; we wish to
prove h ∈ B. The following arguments only require that B is smooth over
OK . Fix a maximal ideal x ✁ B and write s = s(x), C = B̂x, N = FracC
for simplicity; let π ∈ OK,s be a uniformiser at s.
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If y is a height one prime of C which does not contain π, then π−1 ∈ Cy
and so
Resy(fω) ∈ ÔK,s for all f ∈ Ĉy ⇐⇒ Resy(fω) = 0 for all f ∈ Ĉy.
Note that in the notation earlier in this section, Ĉy = Ox,y. Furthermore,
non-degeneracy of the trace map from the coefficient field ky to Ks implies
Resy(fω) = 0 for all f ∈ Ĉy ⇐⇒ resy(fω) = 0 for all f ∈ Ĉy.
Let t ∈ Cy be a uniformiser at y; then ω = hdTdt dt and it easily follows from
the definition of the residue map on the equi-characteristic two-dimensional
field N
yĈ
=Mx,y ∼= ky((t)) that
resy(fω) = 0 for all f ∈ Ĉy ⇐⇒ hdT
dt
∈ Ĉy.
Finally, we have identifications
Ĉy dT = ΩB/OK ⊗B Ĉy ∼= ΩsepĈy/ÔK,s = Ĉy dt,
with the isomorphism coming from lemma 3.11, and dT corresponding to
dT
dt dt. Hence
dT
dt is a unit in Ĉy, and so
resy(fω) = 0 for all f ∈ Ĉy ⇐⇒ h ∈ Cy.
Now we consider the prime(s) containing π. The special fibre B/πB is
smooth, and so C/πC is a complete, regular, one-dimensional local ring, i.e.
a complete discrete valuation ring, and πC is prime in C. Therefore πC
is the only height one prime of C which contains π. Furthermore, π is a
uniformiser in the two-dimensional local field NpiA = Mx,piA, and therefore
by corollary 2.16 there is an isomorphism FpiC ∼= kpiC{{t}}, and moreover
kpiC is an unramified extension of Ks. It easily follows from the definition
of the residue map in this case that
respiC(fω) ∈ Ok
piĈ
for all f ∈ ĈpiC ⇐⇒ h ∈ CpiC .
The fact that the extension kpiC/K of local fields is unramified now implies
RespiC(fω) ∈ Ok
piĈ
for all f ∈ ĈpiC ⇐⇒ h ∈ CpiC .
We conclude that
ResMx,y(fω) ∈ ÔK,s for all y✁1B̂x and f ∈ Ox,y ⇐⇒ h ∈ (B̂x)y for all y✁1B̂x.
But B̂x is normal, so
⋂
y✁1B̂x
(B̂x)y = B̂x. We deduce that ω belongs to
WB/OK if and only if h ∈ Bx for all x, which holds if and only if h ∈ B.
This completes the proof. 
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5.2. The main result. With the required calculation in the affine case
completed, we now turn to the proof of the main theorem of this section.
Let π : X → S = SpecOK be an arithmetic surface in the sense of section
4. The following result is surely known, but the author could not find any
reference to it:
Lemma 5.5. Each point of S has an affine open neighbourhood U for which
there exists a finite morphism of S-schemes ρ : π−1(U)→ P1U .
Proof. Let s ∈ S be a point of the base, and write
Xs := X ×S SpecOS,s = ProjOS,s[T0, . . . , Tr]/J
for some homogeneous ideal J ✁ OS,s[T0, . . . , Tr]. Therefore the fibre over
s is the projective variety Xs over the field k := k(s) given by Xs =
Proj k[T0, . . . , Tr]/J , where J is the image of J in k[T0, . . . , Tr]. Let p1, . . . , pm
be the homogeneous prime ideals of k[T0, . . . , Tr] which are minimal over J ,
so that {V (pi)}i are the irreducible components of Xs. By the homogeneous
prime avoidance lemma [7, Lemma 3.3], there is a homogeneous polynomial
g0 ∈ 〈T0, . . . , Tr〉 which is not contained in any of p1, . . . , pm.
Now, if m is a homogeneous prime ideal of k[T0, . . . , Tr] containing J and
g0, then it strictly contains pi for some i. Therefore V (m) is strictly con-
tained inside the irreducible curve V (pi), whence V (m) is a closed point of
Xs. Another application of prime avoidance provides us with a homoge-
neous polynomial g1 ∈ 〈T0, . . . , Tr〉 which is not contained inside any of the
minimal homogeneous primes over J and g0; in other words, V (g1) does
not contain any of the irreducible components of V (g0) ∩ Xs. Repeating
the dimension argument again we see that there are no homogeneous prime
ideals of k[T0, . . . , Tr] containing all of J , g0, and g1 (except for 〈T0, . . . , Tr〉,
of course); in other words, V (g1) ∩ V (g0) ∩ Xs = ∅. After replacing g0, g1
with gdeg g10 , g
deg g0
1 respectively, we may also assume that deg g0 = deg g1.
The homomorphism of graded rings
k[T0, T1]→ k[T0, . . . , Tr]/J, Ti 7→ gi (i = 0, 1)
is injective because otherwise there would be a non-trivial relation between
g0 and g1 of the form h(g0, g1) ∈ J , for some non-zero polynomial h; this
would contradict the choice of g0, g1. Therefore there is an induced surjection
φ : Xs \ V → P1k,
where V = V (g1)∩V (g0)∩Xs. But by choice of g0, g1 we know that V = ∅.
Moreover, φ has finite fibres by dimension considerations, and hence, being
projective, it is a finite morphism (by [18, Proposition 4.4.2]).
More importantly, we may also consider
OS,s[T0, T1]→ OS,s[T0, . . . , Tr]/J, Ti 7→ g˜i (i = 0, 1),
where g˜i are lifts of gi to OS,s[T0, . . . , Tr] (we chose the lifts to be homoge-
neous and of the same degree). This induces φ˜ : Xs \ V˜ → P1OS,s , where V˜
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is the closed subscheme of Xs defined by g˜0 and g˜1. We claim that V˜ = ∅.
Indeed, π(V˜ ) is a closed subset of SpecOS,s which does not meet the closed
point since V˜ ∩Xs = V = ∅; this is only possible if π(V˜ ) is empty. Therefore
φ˜ is everywhere defined, giving a projective morphism φ˜ : Xs → POS,s whose
restriction to the fibre Xs is exactly φ.
Next, extend φ˜ to a morphism ρ : π−1(V ) → P1V , where V ⊆ S is an
open neighbourhood of s. According to A. Grothendieck’s interpretation
[18, Proposition 4.4.1] of Zariski’s main theorem, the set
π−1(V )ρ := {x ∈ π−1(V ) : x is an isolated point of the fibre ρ−1(ρ(x))}
is open in π−1(V ); moreover, it contains all of Xs. Since π is a closed
mapping, it follows now that
U := V \ π(π−1(V ) \ π−1(V )ρ)
is an open neighbourhood of s, contained inside V . By construction π−1(U) ⊆
π−1(V )ρ, and so the restriction of ρ to π
−1(U) gives a projective morphism
to P1U with everywhere finite fibres; hence ρ|pi−1(U) : π−1(U)→ P1U is a finite
morphism by [18, Proposition 4.4.2]. We are free to replace U by a smaller
affine neighbourhood of s if we wish, and this completes the proof. 
Given a morphism f between suitable schemes, we will write ωf for its
dualizing sheaf (see subsection 1.5 for a reminder). Let x ∈ X, and pick an
open affine neighbourhood U = SpecR ⊆ S of π(s) and a finite morphism
ρ : π−1(U) → P1R, as provided by the previous lemma. Then P1R is covered
by two open sets, each isomorphic to A1R, and one of these open sets contains
ρ(x). Taking the preimage of this affine open set under ρ gives us as affine
open neighbourhood SpecA of x and a finite injection R[T ] →֒ A. We claim:
Lemma 5.6. ωpi|SpecA, the restriction of the dualizing sheaf of π to the open
neighbourhood SpecA of x, may be naturally identified with the A-module
C(A/R[T ])dT ⊆ ΩA/R.
Proof. This is an exercise in the functoriality properties of dualizing sheaves.
Firstly, with U = SpecR as above, the restriction of ωpi to π
−1(U) is the
dualizing sheaf of the restriction of π to π−1(U); or in symbols,
(ωpi)|pi−1(U) = ωpi′
with π′ = π|pi−1(U). This is immediate from the definition of a dualizing
sheaf. So to simplify notation, we may replace S by SpecR and assume that
we have a finite morphism ρ : X → P1R.
Secondly, the dualizing sheaf of P1R → SpecR is equal to its canonical
sheaf ΩP1R/R
(e.g. [36, Proposition 6.4.22]). Since ΩP1R/R
is locally free, it
follows from [36, Proposition 6.4.26] that
ωpi = ωρ ⊗OX ρ∗ΩP1R/R.
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With A and R[T ] as above, now restrict ωpi to SpecA to get
ωpi|SpecA = ωρ|SpecA ⊗OSpecA ρ∗ΩA1R/R.
Moreover, ωρ|SpecA is the dualizing sheaf of the finite morphism SpecA →
SpecR[T ], and this corresponds to the codifferent C(A/R[T ]) according to
the discussion at the start of the appendix. Finally, ρ∗ΩA1R/R
corresponds
to the A-module AdT = ΩR[T ]/R ⊗R[T ] A, completing the proof. 
All results are now in place to allow us to easily give the explicit rep-
resentation of the dualizing sheaf ωpi of our arithmetic surface in terms of
residues:
Theorem 5.7. The dualizing sheaf ωpi of X → S is explicitly given by, for
open U ⊆ X,
ωpi(U) = {ω ∈ ΩK(X)/K : Resx,y(fω) ∈ ÔK,pi(x) for
all x ∈ y ⊂ U and f ∈ OX,y}
where x runs over all closed points of X inside U and y runs over all curves
containing x.
Proof. This reduces to the affine situation of SpecA ⊆ X as above, i.e. we
have a finite morphism R[T ] →֒ A, with SpecR being an affine open subset
contained in π(SpecA) ⊆ S. The theorem now follows immediately from
the previous lemma combined with theorem 5.4, replacing R by OK and
R[T ] by B. 
Appendix A. Finite morphisms, differents and Jacobians
The purpose of this appendix is to prove some results pertaining to the re-
lationship between the canonical sheaf and dualizing sheaf, especially in the
case of finite morphisms. In particular, we prove that for a finite morphism
which is a local complete intersection, the canonical and dualizing sheaves
coincide. From this we deduce the same equality for an arithmetic surface
(and the proof works in far greater generality) which is a local complete
intersection. This equality for local complete intersections is well known in
duality theory (e.g. [29, Corollary 19 and Proposition 22], but our proof is
based on more explicit local calculations. Still, this material may be known
to experts and the author would not be surprised to learn if a comprehensive
discussion is buried somewhere in SGA or EGA3.
3J.-P. Serre gave a talk at Harvard’s ‘Basic Notions’ seminar, 10 November 2003, en-
titled “Writing Mathematics?”, in which he explains how to write mathematics badly.
He explains that if you wish to give a reference which can not be checked by the reader,
then you should ideally refer, without any page references, to the complete works of
Euler, but “if you refer to SGA or EGA, you have a good chance also”. The reader
interested in verifying this reference should consult timeframe 4.11–4.20 of the video at
http://modular.fas.harvard.edu/edu/basic/serre/.
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These calculations are not necessary for the main part of the paper, but
are similar in spirit (and were required in an earlier version of the paper),
hence have been relegated to an appendix.
Suppose that A/B is a finite extension of normal, excellent rings, with
corresponding fraction fields F/M (assumed to be of characteristic zero to
avoid any inseparability problems). The associated codifferent is the A-
module
C(A/B) = {x ∈ F : TrF/M (xA) ⊆ B}.
If P is any A-module, then the natural pairing
HomA(P,C(A/B)) × P −→ C(A/B)
TrF/M−→ B
induces a B-linear map
HomA(P,C(A/B))→ HomB(P,B),
which is easily checked to be an isomorphism (using non-degeneracy of
TrF/M ). Thus C(A/B) is exactly the Grothendieck dualizing module of the
projective morphism SpecA → SpecB. Note also that we have a natural
identification (taking P = A):
C(A/B) = HomB(A,B).
We will prove that when A/B is a local complete intersection, then the
codifferent is an invertible A-module generated (locally) by the determinants
of certain Jacobian matrices:
Theorem A.1. Assume A/B is a local complete intersection. Then the
codifferent C(A/B) is an invertible A-module (i.e. locally free of rank 1).
More precisely, if m is a maximal ideal of A and we write
Am = B[T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1, . . . , fm〉,
where f1, . . . , fm is a regular sequence inside a maximal ideal n✁B[T1, . . . , Tm]
sitting over mB, then
C(A/B)m = J
−1
m Am,
where Jm := det
(
∂fi
∂Tj
)
i,j
∈ Am.
Before the proof, we collect together some corollaries:
Corollary A.2. Assume A/B is a local complete intersection. Then the
dualizing module C(A/B) is naturally isomorphic to the canonical module
ωA/B.
Proof. As soon as we recall the definition and main properties of the canon-
ical module this will be clear. For simplicity we initially assume that A/B
is a global complete intersection of the form
A = B[T1, . . . , Tm]/I = B[T ]/I,
where I is an ideal generated by a regular sequence f1, . . . , fm. In general
we will only have such a representation of A/B locally.
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The A-module I/I2 is free of rank m, with basis f1, . . . , fm (or rather, the
images of these mod I2), and there is a natural exact sequence of A-modules
I/I2
δ→ ΩB[T ]/B ⊗B[T ] A→ ΩA/B → 0,
where δ is given by
δ : I/I2 → ΩB[T ]/B ⊗B[T ] A, b modI 7→ db.
Since δ(fi) =
∑m
j=1
∂fi
∂Tj
dTj , the matrix of δ with respect to the bases
f1, . . . , fm and dT1, . . . , dTm is the Jacobian matrix
J :=
(
∂fi
∂Tj
)
1≤i≤m
1≤j≤m
(more precisely, the image of this matrix in A). Since L/F is separable the
Jacobian condition for smoothness asserts that rankJ = m. That is, J is
invertible (in GLm(F )) and so δ is actually injective:
0→ I/I2 δ→ ΩB[T ]/B ⊗B[T ] A→ ΩA/B → 0.
Put J = detJ 6= 0.
The relative canonical module ωA/B is the invertible A-module
ωA/B = HomA(det I/I
2, A)⊗A det(ΩB[T ]/B ⊗B[T ] A)
= HomA(det I/I
2,det(ΩB[T ]/B ⊗B[T ] A))
where det I/I2 =
∧m
A I/I
2 and det(ΩB[T ]/B ⊗B[T ] A) =
∧m
A (ΩB[T ]/B ⊗B[T ]
A). The A-module ωA/B is generated by the morphism ε characterised by
ε(f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fm) = dT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTm, but it also contains a canonical element
δ∧m ∈ ωA/B . Moreover, since
δ∧m(f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fm) = JdT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTm,
we have the relation δ∧m = Jε. In other words, there is a canonical isomor-
phism
ωA/B
∼= J−1A, aδ∧m 7→ a.
For more details, see [36, §6.4].
When A cannot necessarily be written as a global complete intersection
over A, then ωA/B is defined by patching the previous construction on suf-
ficiently small open subsets of SpecA. The isomorphism just described is
sufficiently canonical to patch together to give an embedding ωA/B →֒ F .
If m is a maximal ideal of A and we write Am as a complete intersection
over A, then under this identification we have ωA/BAm = J
−1
m Am, where Jm
is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the complete
intersection. The previous theorem implies that this is nothing other than
C(A/B). 
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Corollary A.3. Let π : X → S be an arithmetic surface in the sense of
section 4. Then the dualizing sheaf ωpi and relative canonical sheaf ωX/S
are isomorphic.
Proof. Using lemma 5.5 we may suppose that we have a finite morphism
ρ : X → P1S. Functoriality of the canonical sheaf implies that ωX/S ∼=
ωX/P1S
⊗OX ρ∗ΩP1S/S (see e.g. [36, Theorem 6.4.9a]). Since π is a local
complete intersection, so is ρ. Indeed, we may pick a section σ : S → P1S
which is a regular embedding, and then any regular immersion U → ArS,
with U an open subset of X, induces a regular embedding
U → ArS = AS ×S S → ArS ×S P1S
(since regular embeddings are closed under composition and flat base change);
this gives a regular embedding of U into a smooth P1S-scheme, as required.
The previous corollary now implies that the canonical sheaf ωX/P1S
coin-
cides with the dualizing sheaf ωρ. But we already saw in lemma 5.6 that
ωpi
∼= ωρ ⊗OX ρ∗ΩP1S/S , which completes the proof. 
Remark A.4. The previous result requires little more than combining
lemma 5.6 with corollary A.2 and some basic results on the functoriality
of canonical and dualizing sheaves. It seems to hold in the generality of
having a projective local complete intersection between normal, excellent
schemes, and thus provides a proof in this case that the canonical and du-
alizing sheaves coincide without resorting to the methods of higher duality
theory used in [29].
A.1. The case of complete discrete valuation rings. To prove theo-
rem A.1, we begin by treating the case of complete discrete valuation rings.
Let F/M be a finite, separable extension of complete discrete valuation
fields, with rings of integers OF /OM . In place of the codifferent, one usu-
ally considers the different D(OF /OM ), which is the OF -fractional ideal
defined by
C(OF /OM )D(OF /OM ) = OF
i.e. the complement of the codifferent. Since OF /OM is a finite extension
of regular, local rings, it is a complete intersection
OF = OM [T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1, . . . , fm〉,
where f1, . . . , fm is a regular sequence contained inside a maximal ideal
n✁OM [T1, . . . , Tm] which sits over the maximal ideal of OM . We set
J(OF /OM ) = det
(
∂fi
∂Tj
)
i,j
OF ,
which we may as well call the Jacobian ideal. The fact that F/M is separable
implies that the Jacobian ideal is non-zero, and as argued in corollary A.2,
we have an exact sequence
0→ 〈f1, . . . , fm〉/〈f1, . . . , fm〉2 δ→ ΩOM [T ]/OM ⊗OM [T ] OF → ΩOF /OM → 0.
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The matrix of δ with respect to the bases f1, . . . , fm and dT1, . . . , dTm is the
Jacobian matrix, and it easily follows (using the Iwasawa decomposition of
GLm(F )) that J(OF /OM ) = plF , where l = lengthOFΩOF /OM ; in particular,
the Jacobian ideal does not depend on how we write OF as a complete
intersection over OM .
We are going to prove that
(8) J(OF /OM ) = D(OF /OM ).
When F/M is monogenic (i.e. we may write OF = OM [α] for some α ∈ OF ),
which is the case whenever the residue field extension of F/M is separable,
the equality (8) is well-known; it states that D(OF /OM ) = g′(α), where
g is the minimal polynomial of α over M . A proof may be found in [45,
III.2] (this reference assumes throughout that the residue field extensions
are separable, but the proof remains valid in the general case).
Several easy lemmas are required, firstly a product formula:
Lemma A.5. Let F ′ be a finite, separable extension of F ; then
D(OF ′/OM ) = D(OF /OM )D(OF ′/OF )
and
J(OF ′/OM ) = J(OF /OM )J(OF ′/OF ).
Proof. The different result is well-known; see e.g. [45, III.2]. We will prove
the Jacobian result. Write OF ′ as a complete intersection over OF :
OF ′ = OF [Tm+1, . . . , Tm+n]n′/〈fm+1, . . . , fm+n〉
(so here fm+1, . . . , fm+n is a regular sequence in a maximal ideal n
′ ✁
OF [Tm+1, . . . , Tm+n] which sits over the maximal ideal of OF ), and de-
note by f˜i a lift of the OF polynomials fi to OM [T1, . . . , Tm+n], for i =
m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n. Then
OF ′ = OM [T1, . . . , Tm+n]n′′/〈f1, . . . , fm, f˜m+1, . . . , f˜m+n〉
represents OF ′ as a complete intersection over OM ; here n′′ is the pull-back
of n′ via OM [T1, . . . , Tm+n] → OF [Tm+1, . . . , Tm+n]. The Jacobian matrix
in OF ′ associated to this complete intersection is
(
∂fi
∂Tj
)
i,j=1,...,m
0(
∂fi
∂Tj
)
i=m+1,...,m+n
j=1,...,m
(
∂fi
∂Tj
)
i,j=m+1,...,m+n
 .
Since the determinant of this is the product of the determinants of the two
square matrices, the proof is complete. 
Lemma A.6. Suppose additionally that F/M is Galois. Then there exists
a sequence of intermediate extensions F = Fs > · · · > F−1 = M such that
each extension Fi/Fi−1 is monogenic.
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Proof. Let F0 denote the maximal unramified subextension of M inside F ,
and F1 the maximal tamely ramified subextension (and set F−1 =M). Then
F/F1 is an extension whose residue field extension is purely inseparable,
and whose ramification degree is a power of p (= the residue characteristic,
which we assume is > 0, for else F1 = F ); therefore Gal(F/F1) is a p-
group, hence nilpotent, and so there is a sequence of intermediate fields
F = Fm > · · · > F1 such that each Fi is a normal extension of F1 and such
that each step is a degree p extension.
Then OF0 = OF−1 [θ] where θ ∈ OF0 is a lift of a generator of F 0/M .
Also, OF1 = OF0 [π] where π is a uniformiser of F1. It remains to observe
that any extension of prime degree Fi/Fi−1 is monogenic. Indeed, it is either
totally ramified in which case OFi = OFi−1 [π′] where π′ is a uniformiser of
Fi; or else the ramification degree is 1 and OFi = OFi−1 [θ′] where θ′ ∈ OFi
is a lift of a generator of the degree p extension F i/F i−1 (which may be
inseparable). 
Combining the previous two lemmas with the validity of (8) in the mono-
genic case, we have proved that (8) holds for any finite, Galois extension
F/M . Now suppose that F/M is finite and separable, but not necessarily
normal, and let F ′ be the normal closure of F over M . The product formula
gives us
νF ′(D(OF ′/OM )) = eF ′/F νF (D(OF /OM )) + νF ′(D(OF ′/OF )),
and similarly for J. But the Galois case implies that (8) is true for F ′/M
and F ′/F . We deduce J(OF /OM ) = D(OF/OM ), which establishes our
desired result. To summarise:
Theorem A.7. Let F/M be a finite, separable extension of complete dis-
crete valuation fields. Write OF as a complete intersection over OM as
above, and let J ∈ OF be the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. Then
J 6= 0 and
C(OF /OM ) = J−1OF .
Proof. Replacing C(OF /OM ) by its complementary ideal D(OF /OM ), this
is what we have just proved. 
The previous theorem is an elementary result concerning the ramification
theory of complete discrete valuation fields with imperfect residue fields [1]
[2] [55] [56] [57] [61] [62].
A.2. The higher dimensional case. We now generalise, in several stages,
from complete discrete valuation rings to the general case. Let A/B be a
finite extension of normal, excellent rings as at the start of the appendix,
with A/B a local complete intersection. For a height one prime y ✁ B, the
localisation By is a discrete valuation ring, and we set My = Frac B̂y; use
similar notation for A.
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To proceed further, we need the following result, which I learned from
[36, exercise 6.3.5]:
Lemma A.8. A is flat over B.
Proof. Let q✁A be a maximal ideal of A, and set p = B ∩ q. Since A is a
local complete intersection over B, we may therefore write
Aq = Bp[T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1, . . . , fm〉,
where n is a maximal ideal of B[T1, . . . , Tm] which sits over p, and where
f1, . . . , fm ∈ Bp[T1, . . . , Tm] is a regular sequence inside n. We will also write
n for the image of n in k(p)[T1, . . . , Tm].
We will first prove that (the images of) f1, . . . , fm form a regular sequence
in k(p)[T1, . . . , Tm]n. Well, if they do not, then pick s minimally so that fs
is a zero divisor in
k(p)[T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1, . . . , fs−1〉.
This latter ring (call it R) is the quotient of a regular, local ring by a regular
sequence (by minimality of s), and hence is Cohen-Macaulay [39, §21]. Any
Cohen-Macaulay local ring contains no embedded primes (and so the zero-
divisor fs belongs to a minimal prime of R) and is equi-dimensional [7,
Corollaries 18.10 and 18.11]; together these imply that dimR = dimR/〈fs〉.
Quotienting out by any other fi drops the dimension by at most one (by
Krull’s principal ideal theorem), so we deduce
dim k(p)[T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1, . . . , fm〉 ≥ dim k(p)[T1, . . . , Tm]n − (m− 1).
But the ring on the left is a localisation of the fibre A ⊗B k(p), which
is a finite dimensional k(p)-algebra, and so is zero-dimensional. Hence
dim k(p)[T1, . . . , Tm]n ≤ m − 1, contradicting the fact that n is a maximal
ideal of k(p)[T1, . . . , Tm].
Secondly, since Bp → B[T1, . . . , Tm]n is a flat map of local rings, and f1 is
not a zero-divisor in k(p)[T1, . . . , Tm]n, a standard criterion (e.g. [39, Theo-
rem 22.5]) implies that Bp → B[T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1〉 is flat. Applying this crite-
rion anotherm−1 times, we deduce that Bp → B[T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1, . . . , fm〉 =
Aq is flat.
It is enough to check flatness at the maximal ideals of A, so we have
finished. 
As we saw at the start of the appendix, there is a natural isomorphism
C(A/B)
≃→ HomB(A,B), x 7→ TrF/M (x ·).
For any maximal ideal m✁B, the localisation Am is a flat (by the previous
lemma), hence free, Bm-module of rank n = |F : M |; the importance of
this is that it implies, using the above isomorphism, that C(A/B)m is a free
Bm-module of rank n.
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Let us now temporarily suppose that A, B are both local rings. Then we
may write
A = B[T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1, . . . , fm〉,
where n is a maximal ideal of B[T1, . . . , Tm] which sits over mB, and where
f1, . . . , fm ∈ n is a regular sequence. In this case, we have:
Lemma A.9. Suppose that A, B are local rings. Let J ∈ A be the determi-
nant of the Jacobian matrix
(
∂fi
∂Tj
)
i,j
. Then
C(A/B) = J−1A.
Proof. First note that since F/M is separable, the extension A/B is generi-
cally smooth and therefore J 6= 0. For any y✁1B, it is clear that C(Ay/By) =
C(A/B)Ay where Ay = (B\y)−1A, which is a Dedekind domain. A standard
formula for finite extensions of Dedekind domains [45] states
C(Ay/By) =
∏
06=Y✁Ay
Y −dY/y ,
where dY/y = νY (D(ÂY /B̂y)) (here νY denotes the discrete valuation on
FY ). But by theorem A.7, dY/y = νY (J). Therefore
C(Ay/By) = J
−1Ay.
According to the remarks above, both C(A/B) and J−1A are free B-
modules of rank n = |F : M |, so if we pick a basis for F as a vector space over
M and interpret both these free modules as submodules of Mn, then there
exists a τ ∈ GLn(M) such that τC(A/B) = J−1A. However, for any height
one-prime y✁B, we have just seen that C(A/B)Ay = J
−1Ay, implying that
τ ∈ GLn(By). Since B was assumed to be normal, B =
⋂
y✁1B By and so
τ ∈ GLn(B); therefore τC(A/B) = C(A/B), which completes the proof. 
Let us now continue to suppose that B, but not necessarily A, is local.
Being a finite extension of the local ring B, A is at least a semi-local ring
(i.e. has only finitely many maximal ideals), and A⊗B B̂ =
⊕
m Âm, where m
varies over the maximal ideals of A. Each completion Âm is a finite extension
of B̂.
Since B̂ is flat over B, we have
HomB(A,B)⊗B B̂ = HomB̂(A⊗B B̂, B̂)
= HomB̂(
⊕
m
Âm, B̂)
=
⊕
m
HomB̂(Âm, B̂).
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Replacing each module of homomorphisms by the relevant codifferent gives
us a natural isomorphism of Â = A⊗B B̂-modules:
(9) C(A/B)⊗B B̂ ∼=
⊕
m
C(Âm/B̂).
Now fix one such maximal ideal m′ of A. For any other m 6= m′, we have
C(Âm/B̂) ⊗Â Âm′ = 0. Indeed, there exists s ∈ m′ \ m; then multiplication
by s is an automorphism of the finitely generated Â-module C(Âm/B̂), so
Nakayama’s lemma implies C(Âm/B̂)⊗ÂÂm′ = 0. Tensoring (9) by −⊗AAm′
now reveals that C(A/B)⊗A Âm′ = C(Âm′/B̂).
We are now sufficiently prepared to prove our main ‘different=Jacobian’
result; we return to the setting of having a finite extension A/B of excellent,
normal rings which is a local complete intersection:
Proof of theorem A.1. We use the notation from the statement of the
theorem. Let m be a fixed maximal ideal of A; we are free to localise B at
B ∩m, so henceforth we will assume B is local. Then
Âm = B̂[T1, . . . , Tm]n/〈f1, . . . , fm〉
represents Âm as a finite complete intersection over B̂ and so we may apply
the previous lemma to deduce C(Âm/B) = J
−1
m Âm.
By the discussion above (m′ is now m), C(Âm/B) = C(A/B)⊗A Âm, and
so from the faithful flatness of Âm over Am, we deduce C(A/B)m = J
−1
m Am,
as required. 
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